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ABSTRACT
This thesis develops an information theoretic framework for multi-modal sensor data
fusion for robust autonomous navigation of vehicles. In particular we focus on the registra-
tion of 3D lidar and camera data, which are commonly used perception sensors in mobile
robotics. This thesis presents a framework that allows the fusion of the two modalities,
and uses this fused information to enhance state-of-the-art registration algorithms used in
robotics applications. It is important to note that the time-aligned discrete signals (3D
points and their reflectivity from lidar, and pixel location and color from camera) are gen-
erated by sampling the same physical scene, but in a different manner. Thus, although these
signals look quite different at a high level (2D image from a camera looks entirely different
than a 3D point cloud of the same scene from a lidar), since they are generated from the
same physical scene, they are statistically dependent upon each other at the signal level.
This thesis exploits this statistical dependence in an information theoretic framework to
solve some of the common problems encountered in autonomous navigation tasks such as
sensor calibration, scan registration and place recognition. In a general sense we consider
these perception sensors as a source of information (i.e., sensor data), and the statistical de-
pendence of this information (obtained from different modalities) is used to solve problems




Today, robots are used to perform challenging tasks that were not possible twenty years
ago because of limited computational and sensor resources. In order to perform these com-
plex tasks, robots need to sense and understand the environment around them. Depending
upon the task at hand, robots are often equipped with different sensors to perceive their en-
vironment. Two important categories of perception sensors mounted on a robotic platform
are:
• Range sensors– 3D/2D lidars, radars, sonars, etc.
• Cameras– perspective, stereo, omnidirectional, etc.
With the recent advancements in these sensing technologies, the capabilities of robots
to perform difficult tasks has been greatly extended. One such example was seen in the
2007 DARPA Urban Grand Challenge [87, 101, 111]. In this competition the robots had
to automatically navigate through a 96 km urban area course in less than six hours. They
had to follow all the traffic rules and even negotiate the intersections by interacting with
other robots. The competition was a great success with four cars finishing the course in
time. The University of Michigan and Ford Motor Company were one of the finalists in
the competition and have continued to collaborate on autonomous ground vehicle research
since the 2007 DARPA Urban Grand Challenge. Through this continued collaboration we
have developed an autonomous ground vehicle testbed based upon a modified Ford F-250
pickup truck (Fig. 1.1). In the 2007 DARPA Urban Grand Challenge this vehicle showed
capabilities to navigate in the mock urban environment, which included moving targets,
intermittently blocked pathways, and regions of denied global positioning system (GPS)
reception [101]. During the 2007 DARPA Urban Challenge the data obtained from the
vehicle’s perception sensors was mostly used independently, despite the fact that these
sensors capture complementary information about the environment. The 3D point cloud
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Figure 1.1 A collage of the modified Ford F-250 truck used in DARPA Grand Urban Chal-
lenge showing the sensor configuration and the computers. Sensors are strategically placed
around the vehicle. The lidar and omnidirectional camera are mounted on top so that an
entire 360 degree view of the environment is captured.
captured by the Velodyne laser scanner gives entirely different information about a scene
as compared to the image of the same scene captured by an optical camera system; how-
ever, the underlying structure generating the two signals (3D point cloud / image) is the
same. Thus, the two signals are statistically dependent upon each other (i.e., knowledge
of one tells us something about the other). We believe that, if using these sensors inde-
pendently allows the robot to automatically navigate through complex urban environments,
then fusing the data obtained from these sensors can greatly enhance the robustness of vari-
ous state-of-the-art robotics algorithms. It is not new to fuse multi-modal data by exploiting
their statistical dependence. In fact, registration of multi-modal data by maximizing the
Mutual Information (MI) has been state-of-the-art in the medical imaging community for
over two decades [98, 132, 158, 166]. However, these techniques are not popular among
the robotics community despite the fact that robots today are often equipped with multiple
sensing modalities. Therefore, through the work presented in this thesis we intend to en-
courage researchers to explore the possibilities of utilizing information theoretic concepts
to increase the robustness of sensor-data registration algorithms required for autonomous
navigation of vehicles. Here we present an information theoretic framework for fusion of
data obtained from perception sensors mounted on a robotic platform, thereby opening the
doors for a new inter-disciplinary research.
2
Figure 1.2 Block diagram showing different processes used in autonomous navigation of a
vehicle.
1.1 Problem Statement
In this thesis we will present an information theoretic framework for registration of
multi-modal data obtained from a 3D lidar and camera system mounted on an autonomous
vehicle platform. The utility of precise registration of such multi-modal data is that it allows
for robust automatic navigation of mobile robots. A typical autonomous navigation system
is complex, and consists of several different modules as shown in Fig. 1.2. In this thesis we
are mainly concerned about what the robot sees from the different perception sensors, and
how we can extract useful information necessary for robust automatic navigation from these
multi-modality sensors. In order to automatically navigate through an environment that has
been mapped a priori, the first thing that the robot needs to do is to localize itself in the map
(Fig. 1.3). Localization of robot can be achieved from GPS information, but in the absence
of GPS or any other inertial sensor, the robot needs to register the current sensor data
(lidar/camera) with the data in the prior map. It is typical to generate map data with vehicles
equipped with highly precise inertial systems and then use that map data for localization
[22, 27]. In static environments, the registration of current sensor data with the map data
is fairly easy. However, in real-world applications, the environment is generally dynamic
and the data captured on different days can appear significantly different. Therefore, the
task of recognizing a location in the prior map becomes extremely challenging (Fig. 1.4).
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Figure 1.3 Illustration of the place recognition problem. The robot makes a sensor obser-
vation and recognizes the location by registering the current sensor observation with the
sensor data present in the map.
The drastic changes in the environmental appearance due to changing seasons, lighting
conditions, and dynamical objects makes the task of localization extremely difficult. The
image of a location captured on a bright summer day can appear significantly different from
the image of the same location captured on a gray snow-covered winter day. So, if we use
the image data alone to localize on a snowy winter day within an a priori map collected on
a sunny summer day, then it might not be possible. However, if we use data from lidar as
well, then we can boost the registration process by using the complementary information
provided by the different sensing modalities. Thus, here we provide a framework for fusing
the information obtained from these multi-modal sensors in a statistical framework and use
them to enhance the robustness of the algorithms required for autonomous navigation of
vehicles.
1.2 Research Approach
In this thesis we present a comprehensive analysis of fusion of data obtained from dif-
ferent modality perception sensors mounted on a robotic platform. In particular, we focus
on a 3D lidar and camera system mounted on an autonomous vehicle testbed. We show
that the robustness of registration algorithms used for autonomous navigation of vehicles
can be greatly enhanced by fusing the multi-modal data obtained from these perception
4
Figure 1.4 The top panel shows the omnidirectional image of a location captured in fall
2009. The bottom panel shows the omnidirectional image of the same location in winter
2011. The significant change in the scene is clearly visible from the two images, for ex-
ample, snow on the ground (marked in red), dynamic objects (marked in orange), lighting
conditions, etc. Such drastic changes make registration of the 2009 and 2011 datasets a
challenging problem. However, there are also common objects (marked in green) that have
stationary statistics and can be used for registration of sensor data.
sensors. In this thesis we use a three-step approach, where we first co-register the lidar and
camera data within a single scan by extrinsically calibrating the sensors (Chapter III). Ex-
trinsic calibration of sensors allows reprojection of the 3D points from the reference frame
of the point cloud to the image plane. This allows us to associate image pixel information
with individual points in the point cloud. In the second step we align two such textured
3D point clouds, comprised of co-registered lidar and camera data, captured sequentially
(Chapter IV). Here we assume that the overlapping regions of these sequential scans are
mostly unchanged except for dynamic objects, which appear as noise in the overall reg-
istration process. The alignment of sequential scans provides an estimate of the vehicle
ego-motion, which is used to create accurate 3D maps of the environment within a simul-
taneous localization and mapping (SLAM) framework. In the third and final step we use
this textured 3D map of the environment and localize the robot within this prior map in an
information theoretic framework (Chapter V).
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The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter II contains a review of probability and information theory as it relates to
concepts exploited in this thesis. In this chapter we explain all the key concepts used
as building blocks for developing the information theoretic framework for sensor data
fusion and its applications in autonomous navigation of vehicles.
• Chapter III describes the first step necessary for fusing the data from camera and
lidar modalities, that is, extrinsic calibration of the two sensors. In this chapter we de-
scribe two techniques for calibrating the sensors: (i) target-based and (ii) target-less.
The target-less method maximizes the mutual information between the camera and
lidar data to estimate the calibration parameters in an information theoretic frame-
work. Quantitative and qualitative comparison of the output of these methods show
that the proposed target-less calibration method is more robust and easy to use in
practical in-field operations.
• Chapter IV describes the second step of our research approach, where we align
two successive 3D scans comprised of co-registered lidar data and camera imagery.
Here we present two methods of scan alignment, one that uses the camera and lidar
modalities to align the scans in a decoupled way, and another that combines them in
an information theoretic framework.
• Chapter V describes the final place recognition algorithm, where we present a ro-
bust information theoretic framework for localizing within an a priori map, without
any inertial sensor or GPS prior. We show that using data from different sensing
modalities enhances the robustness of the algorithm.




Probability and Information Theory
One of the main contributions of this thesis is to apply the concepts from information
theory into robotics applications. Information theory is a branch of applied mathematics
that deals with quantification of information present in a random variable. Claud E. Shan-
non [149], often attributed as “the father of information theory“, introduced these concepts
and used them to find the fundamental limits on compression of digital signals in a com-
munication system. Since its introduction, the concepts from information theory have been
successfully used in statistical inference [1, 116, 144], bioinformatics [54, 24], medical
imaging [74, 132, 157, 166], computer vision [71, 76, 162] and many other disciplines
of science that involve random variables at the core. Any physical problem, modeled as
a set of random variables derived from an underlying probability distribution (known or
unknown), can be analyzed and solved using concepts from information theory.
In this chapter we review the concepts of probability and information theory that will
be used in subsequent chapters. We will also introduce the notations used throughout the
thesis to represent random variables and other information theoretic quantities like entropy,
mutual information, etc. This chapter is mainly intended as a review of the probability
and information theory concepts used in this thesis. We will explain all the key concepts
relevant to the work done in this thesis. However, we recommend the readers to refer to
any of the standard probability [48, 56, 138] and information theory [130, 29] textbooks
for more details. Readers familiar with these concepts may easily skip this chapter.
2.1 Random Variables and Probability Distribution
Real-world systems are generally uncertain in nature and probability theory is a tool that
helps in the modeling and estimation of this uncertainty. It is impossible to build a perfect
system without any uncertainties. However, we can model and estimate the uncertainties
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Figure 2.1 Signal flow through a noisy communication channel. The input signal is cor-
rupted by channel noise resulting into a random output.
in any real-world system using concepts from probability theory. In any real-world system
the measurements or observations that take numerical values which are not certain and
change over repeated trials are considered to be random variables. These observations
can be a signal passing through a noisy communication channel (Fig. 2.1), a noisy range
measurement from a laser scanner, or an image captured from a noisy camera, etc. The
randomness introduced in the measurements due to the noise in the system can be modeled
in several different ways. Generally it is considered to be additive with certain known
characteristics or probability distribution. Therefore the output of a noisy system can be
written as:
X = XT + η, (2.1)
where X is the noisy observation, XT is the true value, and η is the random noise added
to the observation. The random noise causes the observations to be uncertain and therefore
it can be modeled as a random variable. Depending upon the values this random variable
takes, it is classified as a discrete or continuous random variable. If a random variable takes
only certain distinct real values then it is called a discrete random variable. For instance,
if we consider the outcome of a roll of a fare dice to be a random variable X , then X can
take only six different values [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Whereas if a random variable can take any
real number within a given interval then it is called a continuous random variable. For
example, if we consider the x coordinate of the point where the dart hits the target in a
dart game (assuming the center of the target to be the origin) to be a random variable X ,
then X ∈ [−R,R], where R is the radius of the circular target. In this thesis we consider
only discrete random variables although most of the theory presented here can be easily
extended to continuous random variables also. For most parts of this thesis when we say a
random variable we mean a discrete random variable unless specified otherwise.
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A discrete random variable is charecterized by its probability mass function, which
defines the probability that the random variable X is exactly equal to some value x:
pX(x) = Probability([X = x]). (2.2)
Here [X = x] defines an event for which the random observation X of a probabilistic
experiment is mapped onto a real number x. If there does not exist an event for which an
observation X is mapped onto x then [X = x] is called a null event and the probability of
occurrence of that event is 0. Since pX(x) is a probability it should satisfy:
0 ≤ pX(xi) ≤ 1 and
�
xi
pX(xi) = 1, xi ∈ �. (2.3)
We will often use the notation p(x) instead of pX(x) to denote the probability mass function
of a random variable X .
2.2 Uncertainty and Entropy
Entropy is a measure of the amount of uncertainty in a random variable. It was first used
by Shannon [149] to quantify the expected value of the information contained in a message
passing through a noisy communication channel. He used it to provide some fundamental
limits on the lossless encoding of digital signals in a communication system, assuming that
the signal can be represented as a sequence of independent and identically distributed (IID)
random variables. Shannon’s entropy for a discrete random variable X that takes on values




p(xi) logb p(xi). (2.4)














where g(X) is any function of random variable X .
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The value of entropy depends upon the base of the logarithm (b) used in (2.4). The
most common base of logarithm used to calculate entropy is 2 and the entropy calculated
with log2 is expressed in bits. However, we can use any base b to calculate the entropy.
If entropy is calculated with loge then it is expressed in nats. It should be noted that the
base of the logarithm in (2.4) only scales the value of entropy by a scalar because of the
following property of logarithm:
logb p = logb a loga p. (2.7)
Therefore, if Ha(X) and Hb(X) are the entropies calculated with base a and b, respectively,
then they are related as:
Ha(X) = loga bHb(X). (2.8)
Thus, the base of the logarithm is just a scaling factor and can be chosen based on the data.
In this work we will consider the base of logarithm to be 2 (since that is the standard) unless
specified otherwise.
Entropy has some desirable properties as far as quantification of uncertainty of a ran-
dom variable is concerned. One of the most important properties of entropy is that it is
a function of the probability distribution of the random variable and is therefore indepen-
dent of the actual values that the random variable takes. Variance (EX [(X − EX [X])2])
of the random variable is another way to quantify uncertainty but it is dependent upon
the values that the random variable takes and is therefore misleading sometimes. For in-
stance, if we have a random variable X that takes on two values {0, 1} with probability
{p(0) = 0.5, p(1) = 0.5}, then the variance of this random variable is 0.25 and its entropy
is 1. Now consider another random variable Y that takes values {0, 10} with same prob-
abilities {p(0) = 0.5, p(10) = 0.5} the variance now changes to 25 whereas the entropy
of this random variable is still 1. Statistically, random variables X and Y are similar and
have the same amount of uncertainty, which is correctly depicted by the entropy function.
This property of entropy proved extremely useful in the work presented in this thesis. In
the real-world, certain physical quantities are measured by different techniques resulting
in observations that do not necessarily map to the same values. Using entropy as a mea-
sure of their uncertainties allows us to analyze these observations in a pure statistical sense
(free from the actual values of the observations) as the underlying probability distribution
of these observations is essentially the same. Moreover, entropy is a concave function
of the probability distribution of the random variable [29], a property that we will use in
subsequent chapters.
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2.3 Statistical Dependence and Mutual Information
In section 2.2 we described entropy of a single random variable, i.e. the amount of un-
certainty in the random variable. However, when there are more than one random variable
in a system, we need to observe them simultaneously and analyze the uncertainty of the
combined system. If the random variables constituting the system are statistically depen-
dent, then the observation of one random variable affects the probability of observing the
other. Whereas, if the random variables X and Y are independent, then the observations of
X does not inform the distribution of Y , and the joint distribution of X and Y factors into
the product of their marginals:
pXY (x, y) = pX(x)pY (y). (2.9)
Mutual Information (MI) is one of the most popular measures that quantifies this statistical
dependence of the random variables. It is expressed as the Kullback-Leibler (KL) diver-
gence [81] of the product of the marginal distributions (p(x)p(y)) and the joint distribution
(p(x, y)) of the random variables:









Therefore, if X and Y are independent, then MI equals 0 because p(x, y) = p(x)p(y) in
that case. Alternatively, MI can also be expressed in terms of entropies of the random
variables:
MI(X, Y ) = H(X)−H(X|Y ) (2.11)
= H(Y )−H(Y |X) (2.12)
= H(X) +H(Y )−H(X, Y ). (2.13)
These relationships between MI and entropy are derived from the KL divergence given in
(2.10). The proofs for these relationships are provided in appendix A. Intuitively, MI is the
amount of information that X contains about Y and vice versa. The relationship between
MI and entropy of the random variables (2.13) shows that MI(X, Y ) is the reduction in
the amount of uncertainty of the random variable X when we have some knowledge about
Y . If X and Y are independent, then the knowledge of X does not provide any additional
information about Y and hence the value of MI is 0. We can easily obtain this result by
substituting the independence condition (i.e., p(x, y) = p(x)p(y)) in (2.10). However, if X
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Figure 2.2 Multimodal image registration by maximization of mutual information [8]. The
MI-based objective function maximizes at the correct value of rotation.
Image 1 Image 2 Registered Image 2




















and Y are identical then X contains all the information of Y and vice versa. Therefore, the
mutual information is the same as the uncertainty of either X or Y . Substituting X = Y in
(2.13) we get:
MI(X,X) = H(X) +H(X)−H(X,X) = H(X) +H(X)−H(X) = H(X). (2.14)
Thus, MI of a random variable with itself is equal to the entropy of the random variable.
The entropy is therefore also called the self-information of the random variable.
In the subsequent chapters of this thesis we focus on registration of data obtained from
two different sensors, specifically a 3D lidar and an optical camera system. We will be
extensively using MI as a measure of statistical dependence of data obtained from these
different sensing modalities.
MI-based registration dates back to the early 1990s when Woods et. al. [169, 170]
first introduced a registration method for multi-modal images. His method was based on
the assumption that images of the same object taken from different sensors (e.g., Magnetic
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Resonance Imaging (MRI) [55], Positron Emission Tomography (PET) [10], Computed
Tomography (CT) [67]) have similar gray values. In a more ideal case the ratio of gray
values of corresponding points in a particular region of the image should have a very low
variation. Thus, they proposed a method to minimize the average variance of this ratio
in order to obtain the registration parameters. Hill et al. [60] extended this idea and con-
structed a joint histogram of the gray values of the two images and showed that the disper-
sion of the histogram is minimum when the two images are aligned. Although these ideas
by Woods and Hill gave new insight into this problem, they still lacked a strong mathe-
matical intuition. This mathematical intuition was provided by Collignon et al. [28] and
Studholme et al. [157] when they suggested to use entropy as the measure of registration.
Once entropy was introduced as a measure for registration of multi modality images, peo-
ple started using more concepts from information theory. Soon thereafter, Viola and Wells
[166] and Maes et al. [98] almost simultaneously introduced the idea of mutual informa-
tion and provided rigorous mathematical background to the registration problem of multi
modality images (Fig. 2.2). A year later Studholme et al. [158] introduced Normalized
Mutual Information (NMI) and showed that it is more robust. Pluim et al. [131] introduced
a multi-resolution approach to rigid registration of medical images (MRI, PET, CT) based
on MI and NMI. The multi-resolution approach was aimed to accelerate the registration
process while maintaining the accuracy and robustness of the method. The MI based tech-
niques of multi-modal image registration showed great promise and very soon became a
popular measure in medical image alignment. A comprehensive survey of mutual infor-
mation based techniques up through 2002 is provided by Pluim et al. [132]. These tech-
niques are widely used in many clinical applications for both rigid and non-rigid medical
image registration. Klein et al. [74] presented a comprehensive evaluation of different op-
timization techniques used in non-rigid multi-modality image registration based on mutual
information and B-Splines.
Numerous variations of the MI-based registration have been proposed to increase the
accuracy, and robustness of the method. Knops et al. [75] proposed a NMI based regis-
tration using k-means clustering and shading correction. Shams et al. [147] showed that
conventional mutual information based registration using pixel intensities is computation-
ally expensive and ignores spatial information. Instead, they introduced the concept of
gradient intensity as a measure of spatial strength of an image in a given direction. They
estimate the transformation parameters by maximizing the mutual information between
gradient intensity histograms. Luan et al. [97] proposed a novel quantitative-qualitative
measure of mutual information (Q-MI) for multi-modality image registration. They argue
that the conventional information measures, e.g., Shannon‘s entropy and mutual informa-
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tion, reflect quantitative aspects of information because they only consider probabilities of
events. They proposed to incorporate the utility/saliency of the event as well in the measure
of information. Thus, they proposed the novel Q-MI measure in which the utility of each
voxel in an image is determined according to the regional saliency value calculated from
the scale-space map of the image. They showed that the Q-MI based registration method
is more robust, compared to conventional MI-based registration methods, because it pro-
vides a smoother registration function with a relatively larger capture range. Staring et al.
[155] proposed a graph based implementation of α-mutual information (α-MI). They also
derived an analytical derivative of α-MI and used a stochastic gradient descent method to
solve the registration problem.
The algorithmic developments in mutual information based registration problem were
exponential during the late 1990s and early 2000s and very soon became state-of-the-art
in the medical image registration field. Researchers widely used the MI-based algorithms
focusing on specific problems in various clinical applications. Although, these mutual in-
formation based registration algorithms are widely used, they require significant CPU time
for calculating and optimizing the mutual information. Lin and Medioni [94] showed that
the mutual information computations can be fully parallelized and can be efficiently ported
onto the GPU architecture. Recently Shams et al. [148] presented a real time implementa-
tion of mutual information based 3D medical image registration on a GPU. Besides medical
image alignment, MI-based registration has also been used to solve problems involving a
network of multi-modal sensors for environment monitoring and surveillance. Ertin et al.
[33] proposed a MI-based dynamic sensor selection method for distributed tracking as well
as stationary target localization using acoustic arrays. Krotosky and Trivedi [80] proposed
a mutual information based registration of multi modal stereo videos for person tracking.
They demonstrated successful registration of objects in color and thermal imagery and
evaluated the algorithm in scenes with multiple objects at different depths and levels of
occlusions. A good review of the information theoretic approaches for sensor management
(multi-target tracking and classification) in a network of multi-modal sensors is given in
Hero et al. [59].
Despite significant advancements in the MI-based registration techniques, they have
not been widely used by the robotics community. Even though robots today are often
equipped with multi-modal sensors to sense and understand the environment around them,
it is not common to use information theoretic measures to analyze the data obtain from
these different sensing modalities. In this thesis, we have used concepts from information
theory to solve some common problems in robotics, thereby hoping that more researchers
will explore this area of research.
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2.4 Estimation of Entropy and Mutual Information
Estimation of entropy and MI from the observed data is a challenging task and has
been extensively researched in the past. Since MI can be written as a function of marginal
and joint entropies of the random variables under consideration, we can estimate MI from
the entropy directly (2.13). It is common to estimate the entropy first and then use it to
calculate an estimate of the MI. In this section we will mainly discuss some commonly
used entropy estimators that can easily be used to calculate an estimate of MI.
2.4.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimator
One of the simplest and most commonly used estimators of entropy is the maximum
likelihood (ML) estimator and is constructed by plugging-in the ML estimate of the prob-
ability mass function (PMF) of the random variable into (2.4). Let us consider a discrete
random variable X that can take values in X = {a1, a2, · · · , ad} with certain unknown
PMF {p(x = ak) = Xk; k = [1, 2, · · · , d]}. Here we use the notations common in infor-
mation theory and call the realizations of random variable X , words, and the number of
possible realizations of X the vocabulary size. If {x1, x2, · · · , xd} are the observed counts
of these words from the experiment then the ML estimate of the PMF is given by:








k=1 xk is the total number of observations. Substituting the ML estimate of
the PMF from (2.15) into (2.4) we get the ML estimate of entropy of random variable X .
It is important to note that although the ML estimate of the PMF (X̂MLk ) is unbiased, the
corresponding plug-in estimate of the entropy exhibits substantial bias. Several methods for
bias correction of the ML estimate has been proposed in the past [106, 127]. These methods
estimate the bias and subtract it from the ML estimate of entropy. The bias-corrected
estimators perform well when the observations are large but the sample size needed for
good estimates increases quickly with the vocabulary size d of the random variable [68,
51]. Therefore, when n � d the ML estimate provides robust and optimal estimates.
However, when n � d, i.e., when the number of observations are much less as compared
to the vocabulary size (common in practical applications), the ML estimate has high mean-
squared-error (MSE) and significantly underestimates the true entropy. The James-Stein
(JS) estimator provides significant improvement on the MSE of the ML estimator. This
method was proposed by Hausser and Strimmer [54] for entropy and MI estimation, and is
based on shrinking the ML estimator of the distribution of a random variable X toward a
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target distribution T = [T1,T2, · · · ,Td]:
X̂JSk = λTk + (1− λ)X̂MLk , (2.16)
where X̂k = pX(x = ak) and λ ∈ [0, 1] is a shrinkage coefficient used to optimize the
estimation of MI. The choice of the target distribution is application specific and needs
to be identified empirically but the optimal shrinkage coefficient λ can be estimated from
the data by maximizing a quadratic risk function. Hausser and Strimmer [54] showed that
this estimator works well in the under-sampled regime (i.e., n � d), where the number
of observations are significantly less as compared to the vocabulary size. James-Stein es-
timators perform well in the under-sampling regimes when the vocabulary size is known.
However, if the vocabulary size is unknown we need to account for the missing words. The
coverage-adjusted estimator [24] is specifically designed to calculate an optimal estimate of
entropy when there are missing words in the observations. In this approach the entropy of
the random variable (with few observations, n � d) is estimated by applying the Horvitz-
Thompson estimator [65] in combination with the Good-Turing correction [125] of the






where m1 is the number of bins with single observation (i.e., xk = 1 and X̂MLk is the ML







1− (1− X̂GTk )n
� . (2.18)
2.4.2 Bayesian Estimator
Bayesian estimators regularize the ML estimates of the PMF using a certain prior and
uses the resulting posterior distribution to estimate entropy. A Dirichlet prior with a fixed
parameter α has been widely used to estimate entropy of random variables with known and
finite vocabulary size. The posterior distribution for a Dirichlet prior with a fixed parameter
α = {α1, α2, · · · , αd} is given by [95, 43]:






k=1 αk. Several variations of the parameter α has been proposed in the
past to decrease the bias in the Bayesian estimator of entropy [1, 63, 79, 144]. However,
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Nemenman et al. [116] showed that Bayesian estimators based on these priors are very
sensitive to the sample size and become extremely biased when the number of observations
are small (i.e., n � d). In order to fix this issue he proposed a Dirichlet-mixture prior that
significantly improves the performance of the estimator but increases the computational
complexity also.
2.4.3 Sample Spacing based Estimator
Sample-spacing based entropy estimates are mainly designed for 1-dimensional random
variables. If we have real valued IID samples {x1, x2, · · · , xn} of a random variable X with













where x(k) = x(1) if k ≤ 1, and x(k) = x(n) if k ≥ n. The convergence and optimality
of this estimator has been well studied in the past and has been found to be consistent
for several different distributions [14, 32, 50]. One of the drawbacks of this technique
is that the notion of order statistics is not well defined for a multi-dimensional random
variable, therefore this method is mainly used in the 1-D case. However, recently some
multi-dimensional m-spacing based entropy estimators have been developed that first map
the high-dimensional random variables to Vornoi regions [84, 85].
2.4.4 Nearest Neighbour Estimator
The nearest neighbour estimator of entropy is defined for any multi-dimensional ran-
dom variable X . It is based on the distance between the nearest neighbours of the realiza-
tions of random variables. If {x1, x2, · · · , xn} are observations of a d dimensional random






log(nρk) + log 2 + CE, (2.21)
where ρi is the distance of xi from its nearest neighbour xj such that:
ρi = min
j �=i,j≤n
�xi − xj�, (2.22)
and CE is the Euler constant (−
�∞
0
e−t log t dt). A k-nearest neighbour variant of the
estimator was proposed by Singh et al. [151]. The statistical properties of the k-nearest
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neighbour estimator has been extensively studied [44, 88, 154, 161], and it has been proved
to be asymptotically unbiased and consistent.
2.4.5 Entropic Spanning Graphs
Another class of estimator uses the length of the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) of
the random samples to directly estimate the entropy. These methods are based on nearest
neighbour graphs of the random samples, also called Entropic Spanning Graphs [57], and
are nonplug-in estimators that do not estimate the probability distribution of the random
variables. The Renyi entropy [135] of a d-dimensional random variable obtained from the











where Lγ(X) is the length of the MST, γ depends on the dimensionality d and order α of
the Renyi entropy: γ = d − αd, and β is the bias correction term and it depends on the
graph minimization criteria used.
2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we reviewed the concepts from probability and information theory that
will be used extensively in subsequent chapters. We started with the basic concepts of
probability theory and discussed how any real-world problem can be formulated in a prob-
abilistic framework. We also discussed the uncertainty in any process and various measures
of quantifying this uncertainty. Entropy is one of the most commonly used measures of un-
certainty in a random variable and it forms the basis of information theory. Various infor-
mation theoretic measures of statistical dependence of random variables (like MI) can be
easily derived from entropy. We also provided a review of various estimators of entropy that
have been well studied in the past and have been successfully used in practical applications.
Information theoretic measures have been successfully used in communications, cryptog-
raphy, bioinformatics, medical imaging and various other disciplines of science. The work
in this thesis is mainly inspired by the applications of information theoretic concepts in
medical imaging for registration of multi-modal data. In the field of medical imaging it is
common to register images generated from different modalities like MRI, PET, etc. Fusion
of these images allows experts to jointly analyze different information provided by these
modalities. Registration of multi-modal data by optimizing certain information theoretic
measures (MI, joint entropy, KL-divergence, etc) has become state-of-the-art in medical
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imaging and is widely used in various clinical applications. However, these techniques
have not received enough attention in the robotics community despite the fact that robots
today are generally equipped with different sensing modalities. We believe that fusing the
data obtained from these sensors can greatly enhance the robustness of robotics algorithm
that require registration of multi-modal sensor-data. In the following chapters we will for-
mulate some of the common robotics problems in an information theoretic framework and
apply the concepts discussed in this chapter to solve those problems.
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CHAPTER III
Extrinsic Calibration of Camera and Lidar
3.1 Introduction
With recent advancements in sensing technologies, the ability to equip a robot with
multi-sensor lidar/camera configurations has greatly improved. Two important categories
of perception sensors commonly mounted on a robotic platform are: (i) range sensors (e.g.,
3D/2D lidars, radars, sonars) and (ii) optical cameras (e.g., perspective, stereo, omnidirec-
tional). Oftentimes the data obtained from these sensors is used independently; however,
these modalities capture complementary information about the environment, which can be
co-registered by extrinsically calibrating the sensors. This co-registration forms the basis
for fusion of data obtained from the different modalities and is utilized in the subsequent
chapters.
Extrinsic calibration is the process of estimating the rigid-body transformation between
the reference coordinate system of the two sensors. This rigid-body transformation allows
reprojection of the 3D points from the range sensor coordinate frame to the 2D camera
coordinate frame (Fig. 3.1). Fusion of data provided by range and vision sensors can en-
hance various state-of-the-art computer vision and robotics algorithms. For example, Bao
and Savarese [11] have proposed a novel framework for structure-from-motion (SFM) that
takes advantage of both semantic (from camera data) and geometrical properties (from lidar
data) associated with the objects in the scene. Nie et al. [119] proposed a road intersection
detection method for path planning and control of an autonomous vehicle by fusing data
from both lidar and camera modalities. Premebida et al. [133] proposed a pedestrian detec-
tion system for an autonomous vehicle in urban scenarios using information from lidar and
a monocular camera. In mobile robotics, simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM)
is one of the basic tasks performed by robots. Although using a lidar for pose estimation
and a camera for loop closure detection is common practice in SLAM [118], several suc-
cessful attempts have been made to use the co-registered data in the SLAM framework
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Figure 3.1 Reprojection of lidar and camera via extrinsic rigid-body calibration. (a) Per-
spective view of the 3D lidar range data, color-coded by height above the ground plane.
(b) Depiction of the 3D lidar points projected onto the time-corresponding omnidirectional
camera image. Several recognizable objects are present in the scene (e.g., people, stop
signs, lamp posts, trees). Only nearby objects are projected for visual clarity. (c) Depic-
tion of two different views of a fused lidar/camera textured point cloud. Each 3D point is
colored by the RGB value of the pixel corresponding to the projection of the point onto the
image.
(a) 3D lidar point cloud
(b) Omnidirectional image with a subset of lidar points projected
(c) Fused RGB textured point cloud
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Figure 3.2 Typical target-based calibration setup for an omnidirectional camera and a 3D
lidar using a planar checkerboard pattern.
directly. Carlevaris-Bianco et al. [22] proposed a novel mapping and localization frame-
work that uses the co-registered omnidirectional-camera imagery and lidar data to construct
a map containing only the most viewpoint-robust visual features and then uses a monoc-
ular camera alone for online localization within the a priori map. Tamjidi and Ye [160]
reported a six degree of freedom (DOF) vehicle pose estimation algorithm that uses fusion
of lidar and camera data in both the feature initialization and motion prediction stages of
an extended Kalman filter (EKF).
Extrinsic calibration is a core requisite for gathering useful data from a multi-sensor
platform. Many of the existing algorithms for extrinsic calibration of lidar-camera systems
require that fiducial targets be placed in the field of view of the two sensors. A planar
checkerboard pattern (Fig. 3.2) is the most common calibration target used by researchers,
as it is easy to extract from both camera and lidar data [173, 103, 163, 126]. The correspon-
dences between lidar and camera data (e.g., point-to-point or point-to-plane) are established
either manually or automatically and calibration parameters are estimated by minimizing
a reprojection error. The accuracy of these methods is dependent upon the accuracy of
the established correspondences. There are also methods that do not require any special
targets but which rely upon extraction of some features (e.g., edges, lines, corners) from
the camera and lidar data, either manually or automatically [142, 110, 91, 114]. The auto-
matic feature extraction methods are generally not robust and require manual supervision
to achieve small calibration errors. Although these methods can provide a good estimate
of the calibration parameters, they are generally laborious and time consuming. Therefore,
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due to the strenuous nature of the task, sensor calibration for a robotic platform is gener-
ally undertaken only once, assuming that the calibration parameters will not change over
time. This may be a valid assumption for static platforms, but it is often not true for mobile
platforms, especially in robotics. In mobile robotics, robots often need to operate in rough
terrains, and assuming that the sensor calibration is not altered during a task is often not
true.
In this chapter we discuss both target-based and target-less techniques of sensor cal-
ibration. In section 3.2 we describe a calibration technique that requires a checkerboard
pattern viewed from the two sensors simultaneously. In section 3.3 we describe an algo-
rithm for automatic, targetless, extrinsic calibration of a lidar and camera system that is
suitable for easy in-field calibration. In section 3.4 we perform various experiments on real
and simulated data and compare the results obtained from the two methods. In section 3.5
we present some concluding remarks.
3.2 Target-based Calibration
Several methods have been proposed in the past decade that use special calibration
targets. One of the most common calibration targets used by researchers, a planar checker-
board pattern, was first used by Zhang [173] to calibrate a 2D laser scanner and a monoc-
ular camera system. He showed that the laser points lying on the checkerboard pattern
and the normal of the calibration plane estimated in the camera reference frame provides
a geometric constraint on the rigid-body transformation between camera and laser system.
The transformation parameters are estimated by minimizing a nonlinear least squares cost
function, formulated by reprojecting the laser points onto the camera image. This was
probably the first published method that addressed the problem of extrinsic calibration of
lidar/camera sensors in a robotics context. Thereafter, several modifications of Zhang’s
method have been proposed.
Mei and Rives [103] reported a similar algorithm for the calibration of a 2D laser range
finder and an omnidirectional camera for both visible (i.e., laser is visible in camera im-
age also) and invisible lasers. Zhang’s method was later extended to calibrate a 3D laser
scanner with a camera system [163, 126]. Nunnez et al. [121] modified Zhang’s method
to incorporate the inertial data from an inertial measurement unit (IMU) into the nonlinear
cost function to increase the robustness of the calibration. Mirzaei et al. [108] provided
an analytical solution to the least squares problem by formulating a geometric constraint
between the laser points and the plane normal. This analytical solution was further im-
proved by iteratively minimizing the nonlinear least squares cost function. The geometric
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constraint in planar checkerboard methods requires the estimation of plane normals from
camera and laser data. Therefore, the calibration error is correlated to the errors associated
to the estimation of these plane normals.
In order to minimize this error, Zhou and Deng [175] proposed a new geometric con-
straint that decouples the estimation of rotation from translation by shifting the origin of the
coordinate frame attached to the planar checkerboard target. Recently, Li et al. [93] pro-
posed an algorithm for extrinsic calibration of a binocular stereo vision system and a 2D
lidar. Instead of calibrating each camera of the stereo system independently with the lidar,
they proposed an optimal extrinsic calibration method for the combined multi-sensor sys-
tem based upon 3D-reconstruction of the checkerboard target. Although a planar checker-
board target is most common, several other specifically designed calibration targets have
also been used in the past. Li et al. [92] designed a right-angled triangular checkerboard
target and used the intersection points of the laser range finder’s slice plane with the edges
of the checkerboard to set up the constraint equation. Rodriguez et al. [137] used a circle-
based calibration object to estimate the rigid-body transformation between a multi-layer
lidar and camera system. Gong et al. [42] proposed an algorithm to calibrate a 3D lidar and
camera system using geometric constraints associated with a trihedral object. Alempijevic
et al. [3] reported a Mutual Information (MI)-based calibration framework that requires a
moving object to be observed in both sensor modalities.
In the following section we describe an extrinsic calibration technique similar to the one
proposed by Zhang [173], which requires the system to observe a planar pattern in several
poses, and the constraints are based upon data captured simultaneously from the camera
and the laser scanner. Zhang [173] presented results from a monocular camera system and
a 2D laser scanner. Here we have extended Zhang’s method to the case where we have
a 3D laser scanner (Velodyne [165]) and an omnidirectional camera system (Ladybug3
[82]). The camera is pre-calibrated from the manufacturer so that the intrinsic parameters
of individual camera are well known. Moreover, the rigid body transformation of all the
cameras with respect to a common coordinate frame called the camera head are also known.
We also discuss the possible degenerate cases and the minimum number of views of a
planar checkerboard pattern required to be observed simultaneously from the laser scanner
and the camera system. The normal of the planar surface and 3D points lying on the surface
constrain the relative position and orientation of the laser scanner and the omnidirectional
camera system. We show that these constraints can not only be used to form a non-linear
optimization problem that is solved for the extrinsic calibration parameters but we can also
use them to calculate the covariance associated with the estimated parameters.
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3.2.1 Mathematical Formulation
The checkerboard pattern (target plane) is placed in the overlapping field-of-view of
the two sensors (Fig. 3.2) so that it is observable in the data obtained from both sensors.
The normal to the target plane and the laser points on the target plane are related, and
constrain the relative position and orientation of the camera and laser scanner. We know
the equation of the target plane in the coordinate system attached to the plane itself, which
for convenience is given by:
Z = 0. (3.1)
Let wP be the coordinate of any point in the world reference frame (here it is the coordinate
frame attached to the target plane) and ciwR be the orthonormal rotation matrix that rotates
frame w (world frame) into frame ci (ith camera of the omni-directional camera system)
and citciw be the Euclidean 3-vector from ci to w as expressed in frame ci. Then the trans-
formation equation that transforms a point from the world reference frame to the reference
frame of the ith camera can be written as:
ciP = ciwR
wP + citciw, (3.2)
where ciP is the coordinate of that same point in ith camera’s reference frame. Since we
know the transformation matrices hciR and
hthci that transform a point from the ith camera
frame to the camera head frame, we can write the coordinate of this point in the camera
head frame as:
hP = hciR
ciP + hthci . (3.3)
Thus, we can transform any point wP, lying in the target plane, into the camera head
reference frame if we know the transformation ciwR and
citciw. We used Zhang’s method
[174] for finding this transformation relative to the planar target.
For a usual pin hole camera model, the relationship between a homogeneous 3D point







ci tciw), called the extrinsic parameters, are the rotation and translation that
relates the world coordinate system to the camera coordinate system, and Ki is the camera
intrinsic matrix.
Assuming that the image points are corrupted by independent and identically distributed
noise, the maximum likelihood estimate of the required transformation (ciwR,
ci tciw) can be
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obtained by minimizing the following reprojection error for n images of the target plane










Here, ciwR is an orthonormal rotation matrix parametrized by the 3 Euler angles. Now, if
ci
wR = [r1, r2, r3] and
citciw is the Euclidean 3-vector from ci to w as expressed in frame ci
then we can write the equation of the target plane in the ith camera frame as:
r3 · (p − citciw) = 0, (3.6)
where p is the vector from the origin to any point lying on the plane. Therefore, the normal
of the target plane in the ith camera frame is given by:
ciN = (r3 · citciw)r3. (3.7)
Here, �ciN� = r3 · citciw is the distance of the target plane from the ith camera’s center.
Since we know the pose of the ith camera with respect to the camera head we can calculate












Once we know the normal vector to the target plane in the camera head’s reference frame,
we need to find the 3D points in the laser reference frame that lie on the target plane. We
use a RANSAC plane fitting algorithm to compute these 3D points. We also know the
normal vector to the target plane from (3.8). These two measures provide a constraint on
the required 3D rigid-body transformation between the laser and the camera system. Let
{�Pi; i = 1, 2, · · · , n} be the set of 3D points lying on the plane given by RANSAC; the
coordinates of these points are known in the laser reference system. The coordinates of







hth� are the required rotation and translation matrices that project any point in
the laser reference system to the camera head’s frame and thereby to the respective camera.
Now, if we shoot a ray from the camera head to any point hPi lying on the plane, the
projection of this ray onto the normal of the plane is equal to the distance of the plane from
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the origin. Therefore, for m different views of the target plane and n 3D laser points per










· ( h�R�Pj + hth�)− �hNi�
�2
, (3.10)
where hNi is the normal to the ith pose of the target plane in the camera head’s frame.
We can solve the nonlinear optimization problem given in (3.10) for h�R and
hth� using the
Levenberg Marquadrt algorithm [89, 99].
3.2.2 Covariance of the Estimated Parameters
The parameters estimated by minimizing the cost function given in (3.10) have some er-
ror due to the uncertainty in the sensor measurements. The laser we have used in our exper-
iments has uncertainty in the range measurements of the order of 0.02 m. This uncertainty
due to the random perturbations of the range measurements is propagated to the estimated
parameters. It is very important to know this uncertainty in order to use the parameters
calculated here in any vision or SLAM algorithm. Haralick [52] has described a method to
propagate the covariance of the measurements through any kind of scalar non-linear opti-
mization function. The only assumptions are that the scalar function be non-negative, has
finite first and second order partial derivatives, that its value be zero for ideal data, and the
random perturbations in the input be small enough so that the output can be approximated
by the first order Taylor series expansion. The optimization function (3.10) we use here
satisfies these assumptions, so we can calculate the covariance of the estimated parameters
as described by Haralick. Let us consider the laser-camera system such that the relative
pose of the camera head with respect to the laser range finder be described by
Θ = [�t�h,Φ�h]
�. (3.11)
Here, �t�h = [tx, ty, tz]� is a Euclidean 3-vector from � to h as expressed in frame �, and
Φ�h = [θx, θy, θz]
� is a 3-vector of zyx-convention roll, pitch, heading Euler angles that
parametrizes the orthonormal rotation matrix �hR (which rotates frame h into frame �). The




















Figure 3.3 Geometrical interpretation of minimum number of views required for calibra-
tion. (a) The translation of the sensors along the target plane and rotation about the axis
parallel to normal of the plane is not constrained. (b) The translation of the sensors along
the line of intersection of the two planes is not constrained.
(a) One plane (b) Two planes
Here, X = [hN1, {�P}1, . . .h Ni, {�P1}, . . .]� is the vector of measurements composed
of the normals of the planes observed (hNi) and the laser points lying on these planes
({�P}i = {�p1,� p2, · · · }i). Please see Appendix B for implementation details.
3.2.3 Minimum Number of Views Required
A minimum of three non-coplanar views of the target plane are required to fully con-
strain the optimization problem (3.10) for the estimation of the calibration parameters. If
only one plane is considered, as shown in Fig. 3.3(a), then the cost function (3.10) does not
change when the sensors are either translated along the plane parallel to the target plane or
rotated about the axis parallel to the normal of the target plane. Thus, the solution obtained
from a single view does not converge to the actual value in the following three parameters:
2D translation along the target plane and a rotation about the normal of the target plane.
Similarly for two views (Fig. 3.3(b)) the translation of the sensor along the line of intersec-
tion of the two planes does not change the cost function, thereby giving large uncertainty
in that direction. Three views are required to completely constrain the 6 degree of freedom
(DOF) pose of one sensor with respect to the other.
Although we show that only three views are sufficient to estimate the rigid-body trans-
formation between the laser-camera system, in practice we need significantly large number
of views. In Fig. 3.4 we show that the estimation error decreases with the increase in the
number of views of the target plane. Increasing the number of views increases the number
of constraints in the optimization (3.10). Since the omnidirectional camera system is com-
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posed of six different cameras, we should take a sufficient number of planes viewed from
all the cameras so that our estimate is not biased toward any one camera of the system.
Moreover, the size or area of the target plane also plays a significant role in ensuring the
accuracy of the estimated parameters. As shown in Fig. 3.5 the estimation error decreases
as the area of the planar surface increases. This is because when we have a larger surface
area the number of 3D laser points falling on the plane increases thereby increasing the
number of constraints in the optimization (3.10). In practice we can stick a small (1 m ×
1 m) checkerboard pattern on the walls available in the experimental site to get large target
planes for the 3D laser data.
3.3 Target-less Calibration
The target-based methods require a fiducial object to be concurrently viewed from the
lidar and camera sensors, and are in general very laborious and time-consuming. Therefore
they are not practical for easy in-situ calibration. This is the reason why sensor calibra-
tion, when performed with the target based technique, in a robotic application is typically
performed once, and the same calibration is assumed to be true for rest of the life of that
particular sensor suite. However, for robotics applications where the robot needs to go out
into rough terrain, assuming that the sensor calibration is not altered during a task is often
not true. The errors introduced due to the assumption that the calibration does not change
can easily break any robotic system which depends upon the sensor calibration. There-
fore, we need automatic methods of sensor calibration that can be used to fine tune the
calibration of the sensors in situ.
Scaramuzza et al. [142] introduced a target-less technique for the calibration of a 3D
laser scanner and omnidirectional camera from natural scenes. They automatically ex-
tracted some features from the camera and lidar data and then manually established corre-
spondence between the extracted features. The calibration parameters were then estimated
by minimizing the reprojection error for the corresponding points. Recently, Moghadam
et al. [110] proposed a method that exploits the linear features present in a typical indoor
environment. The 3D line features extracted from the point cloud and the corresponding
2D line segments extracted from the camera images are used to constrain the rigid-body
transformation between the two sensor coordinate frames.
There are also techniques that exploit the statistical dependence of the data measured
from the two sensors to obtain a calibration. Boughorbal et al. [19] proposed a χ2 test that
maximizes the correlation between the sensor data to estimate the calibration parameters.
A similar technique was later used by Williams et al. [168], but their method requires addi-
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Figure 3.4 We Simulated certain number of views of a planar surface, randomly generated
around a unit sphere of the laser-camera system. The laser points lying on the simulated
plane are computed based on the relative pose of the laser and camera head. We then add
uniform Gaussian noise of 10 cm to the range measurements of the laser points. These
noisy points are then used to estimate the calibration parameters. The plotted error in
estimation of calibration parameters decreases as the number of views increases. Area of
the simulated plane is fixed to 1 m2




















(a) Error in translation



























(b) Error in rotation
























(c) Standard deviation of estimated transla-
tion parameters































(d) Standard deviation of estimated rotation
parameters
tional techniques to estimate the initial guess of the calibration parameters. Levinson and
Thrun [91] use a series of corresponding laser scans and camera images of arbitrary scenes
to automatically estimate the calibration parameters. They use the correlation between the
depth discontinuities in laser data and the edges in camera images. A cost function is for-
mulated that captures the strength of the co-observation of depth discontinuity in laser data
and corresponding edge in the camera image. Recently, Napier et al. [114] presented a
method that calibrates a 2D push broom lidar and a camera system by optimizing a corre-
lation measure between the laser reflectivity and grayscale values from the camera imagery
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Figure 3.5 We Simulated fixed number of views of a planar surface, randomly generated
around a unit sphere of the laser-camera system. The laser points lying on the simulated
plane are computed based on the relative pose of the laser and camera head. We then add
uniform Gaussian noise of 10 cm to the range measurements of the laser points. These
noisy points are then used to estimate the calibration parameters. The plotted error in
estimation of calibration parameters decreases as the area of target plane increases. We use
a fixed number of views (10) for each trial























(a) Error in translation





























(b) Error in rotation


























(c) Standard Deviation of estimated transla-
tion parameters



























(d) Standard Deviation of estimated rotation
parameters
acquired from natural scenes. They do not require the sensors to be mounted such that
they have overlapping field of view and compensate for it by observing the same scene at
different times from a moving platform. Therefore, they require accurate measurements
from an IMU mounted on the moving platform.
In the following section of this chapter we describe an automatic targetless algorithm for
extrinsic calibration. The recent work by Levinson and Thrun [91] and Napier et al. [114]
are closely related to the one presented here, in the sense that they also propose a fully
automatic and targetless method for extrinsic calibration; however, their formulation of the
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Figure 3.6 Various range sensors used in robotics applications
(a) 2D laser scanner
(Hokuyo)
(b) 3D laser scanner
(Velodyne HDL64e)
(c) TOF 3D camera
(PMD CamCube)
(d) 3D depth camera
(Microsoft Kinect)
optimization function is quite different. As far as the method is concerned, Boughorbal
et al. [19] and Williams et al. [168] are the most closely related previous works to the
one described here, though they have reported problems of existence of local maxima in
the objective-function formulated using either MI or χ2. We have solved this problem by
incorporating scans from different scenes into a single optimization framework, thereby
obtaining a smooth and concave objective function that is easy to solve by any gradient
ascent algorithm. We also show the robustness of the algorithm by performing several
different experimental setups using real data obtained from a variety of range/image sensor
pairs.
The proposed algorithm is completely data driven and can be used with any camera,
and any range sensor that reports meaningful surface reflectivity values and scene depth
information. Various range sensors commonly used in robotics and mapping applications
are shown in Fig. 3.6. Most of these sensors report meaningful surface reflectivity values
that can be directly used in the proposed algorithm, but for multi-beam sensors like the
Velodyne [165], it is important to first perform inter-beam calibration of the surface reflec-
tivity values [90]. Here, we assume that the reflectivity values are cross-beam calibrated
wherever necessary.
We use the surface reflectivity values reported by the range sensor and the grayscale
intensity values reported by the camera to extrinsically calibrate the two sensor modali-
ties. We claim that under the correct rigid-body transformation, the correlation between
the laser reflectivity and camera intensity is maximized. Our claim is illustrated by a sim-
ple experiment shown in Fig. 3.7. Here, we calculate the correlation coefficient for the
reflectivity and intensity values for a scan-image pair at different values of the calibration
parameter and observe a distinct maxima at the true value. Moreover, we observe that the
joint histogram of the laser reflectivity and the camera intensity values is least dispersed
when calculated under the correct rigid-body transformation.
Although scenarios such as Fig. 3.7 do exhibit high correlation between the two modal-
ities, there also exist counterexamples where the two modalities may not be as strongly
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Figure 3.7 Simple experiment illustrating the available correlation between lidar measured
surface reflectivity and camera measured image intensity. (a) Image from the Ladybug3
omnidirectional camera. (b) & (c) Depiction of the Velodyne HDL-64E 3D lidar data
color-coded by height above ground and by laser reflectivity, respectively. (d) The corre-
lation coefficient for the reflectivity/intensity values as a function of one of the extrinsic
calibration parameters, pitch, while keeping all other parameters fixed at their true value.
We observe that the correlation coefficient is maximum for the true pitch angle of 0◦, de-
noted by the dashed vertical line. (e) Depiction of the joint histogram of the reflectivity
and intensity values when calculated at an incorrect (left) and correct (right) rigid-body
transformation. Note that the joint histogram is least dispersed under the correct rigid-body
transformation.
(a) Omnidirectional camera image
(b) Corresponding lidar colored by height (c) Corresponding lidar colored by reflectivity



















(d) Grayscale/reflectivity correlation (e) Grayscale/reflectivity joint-distribution
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Figure 3.8 Counterexample showing that non-uniform lighting can play a critical role in
influencing reflectivity/intensity correlation. (left) Ambient lit image with shadows of trees
and buildings on the road. (right) Top view of the corresponding lidar reflectivity map,
which is unaffected by ambient lighting due to its active lighting principle.
correlated, for example see Fig. 3.8. Here, ambient light plays a critical role in determining
the intensity levels of image pixels on the road. As clearly depicted in the image, there are
some regions of the road that are covered by object shadows. The gray levels of the im-
age are locally affected by the shadows of occluding objects; however, the corresponding
reflectivity values in the laser modality are not because it uses an active lighting principle.
Thus, in these type of scenarios the data between the two sensors might not show as strong
of a correlation and, hence, will produce a weak input for the proposed algorithm. Here
we do not focus on solving the general lighting problem, instead, we formulate a MI-based
data fusion criterion to estimate the extrinsic calibration parameters between the two sen-
sors assuming that the data is, for the most part, not corrupted by lighting artifacts. In fact,
for many practical indoor/outdoor calibration scenes (e.g., Fig. 3.7), shadow effects repre-
sent a small fraction of the overall data and thus appear as noise in the calibration process.
This is easily handled by the proposed method by aggregating multiple scan views.
3.3.1 Mathematical Formulation
Here we consider the laser reflectivity value of a 3D point and the corresponding
grayscale value of the image pixel to which this 3D point is projected as the random vari-
ables X and Y , respectively. The marginal and joint probabilities of these random vari-
ables, p(X), p(Y ) and p(X, Y ), can be obtained from the normalized marginal and joint
histograms of the reflectivity and grayscale intensity values of the 3D points co-observed by
the lidar and camera. Let {Pi; i = 1, 2, · · · , n} be the set of 3D points whose coordinates
are known in the laser reference system and let {Xi; i = 1, 2, · · · , n} be the corresponding
reflectivity values for these points (Xi ∈ [0, 255]).
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Figure 3.9 Illustration of mathematical formulation of MI-based calibration.
For the usual pinhole camera model, the relationship between a homogeneous 3D point,






where (R, t), called the extrinsic parameters, are the orthonormal rotation matrix and trans-
lation vector that relate the laser coordinate system to the camera coordinate system, and K
is the camera intrinsics matrix. Here, R is parametrized by the Euler angles [φ, θ, ψ]� and
t = [x, y, z]� is the translation vector. Let {Yi; i = 1, 2, · · · , n} be the grayscale intensity
value of the image pixel upon which the 3D laser point projects such that
Yi = I(pi), (3.14)
where Yi ∈ [0, 255], I is the grayscale image, and pi is the inhomogeneous version of p̃i.
Thus, for a given set of extrinsic calibration parameters, Xi and Yi are the observa-
tions of the random variables X and Y , respectively (Fig. 3.9). The marginal and joint
probabilities of the random variables X and Y can be obtained from the kernel density
estimate (KDE) of the normalized marginal and joint histograms of Xi and Yi. The KDE
of the joint distribution of the random variables X and Y is given by [145]:
















where KΩ( · ) is a symmetric kernel and Ω is the bandwidth or the smoothing matrix of
the kernel. In our experiments we have used a Gaussian kernel and the bandwidth matrix
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Figure 3.10 Kernel density estimate of the probability distribution (right), estimated from

































where σX and σY are the standard deviations of the observations of X and Y , respectively.
An illustration of the KDE of the probability distribution of the grayscale values from the
available histograms is shown in Fig. 3.10.
Once we have an estimate of the probability distribution we can write the MI of the
two random variables as a function of the extrinsic calibration parameters (R, t), thereby
formulating an objective function:
Θ̂ = argmax
Θ
MI(X, Y ;Θ), (3.17)
whose maxima occurs at the sought after calibration parameters, Θ = [x, y, z, φ, θ, ψ]�.
The complete MI-based calibration algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
3.3.2 Optimization
The cost function (3.17) is maximized at the correct value of the rigid body transfor-
mation parameters. Therefore, any optimization technique that iteratively converges to the
global optimum can be used here. Some of the commonly used optimization techniques
compute the gradient or hessian of the cost function [167, 89, 99, 12]. Since, the proposed
cost function does not have a parametric form, we can use numerical methods to compute
the gradients. Some techniques do not even require the computation of gradients, but use
heuristics to converge to the global optimum [115, 73, 37]. Moreover, one can even use
exhaustive search to obtain the global optima of the cost function.
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Algorithm 1 Automatic extrinsic calibration by maximization of Mutual Information
1: Input: 3D Point cloud {Pi; i = 1, · · · , n}, Reflectivity {Xi; i = 1, · · · , n}, Image
{I} and Initial guess {Θ0}
2: Output: Estimated parameter {Θ̂}





5: Initialize the joint histogram: Hist(X, Y ) = 0
6: for i = 1 → n do





8: Yi = I(pi)
9: Update the joint histogram: Hist(Xi, Yi) = Hist(Xi, Yi) + 1
10: end for
11: Calculate the kernel density estimate of the joint distribution: p(X, Y ;Θk)
12: Calculate the Mutual Information: MI(X, Y ;Θk)
13: Update the current estimate: Θk+1 = Θk+λF (MI(X, Y ;Θk)), where F is either the
gradient function or some heuristic which depends upon the choice of optimization
technique and λ is a tuning parameter specific to that optimization algorithm.
14: end while
3.3.3 Cramér-Rao Lower Bound of the Estimated Parameter Variance
It is important to know the uncertainty in the estimated calibration parameters in order
to use them in any vision or SLAM algorithm. Here we use the Cramer-Rao-Lower-Bound
(CRLB) of the variance of the estimated parameters as a measure of the uncertainty. The
CRLB [30] states that the variance of any unbiased estimator is greater than or equal to the
inverse of the Fisher information matrix. Moreover, any unbiased estimator that achieves
this lower bound is said to be efficient. The Fisher information of a random variable Z
is a measure of the amount of information that the observations of the random variable
Z carries about an unknown parameter α, upon which the probability distribution of Z
depends. If the distribution of a random variable Z is given by p(Z;α), then the Fisher








In our case the joint distribution of the random variables X and Y , as defined in (3.15),
depends upon the six dimensional transformation parameter Θ. Therefore, the Fisher in-
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Figure 3.11 The modified Ford F-250 pickup truck with sensor configuration as de-
scribed in appendix C. The 3D laser scanner [165] and the omnidirectional camera [82]
are mounted on the roof of the vehicle.
The CRLB is then given by
Cov(Θ) ≥ I(Θ)−1, (3.20)
where I(Θ)−1 is the inverse of the Fisher information matrix calculated at the estimated
value of the parameter Θ̂.
3.4 Experiments and Results
This section describes in detail various experiments performed to evaluate the accuracy
and robustness of the proposed calibration techniques. We present both qualitative and
quantitative results with data collected from three different sensor pairs commonly used in
robotics applications.
3.4.1 3D Laser Scanner and Omnidirectional Camera
In the first set of experiments we present results from data collected from a 3D laser
scanner [165] and an omnidirectional camera system [82] mounted on the roof of a vehicle
(Fig. 3.11). In this work we pre-calibrated the reflectivity values of the Velodyne laser
scanner using the algorithm reported by [90], and used the manufacturer provided intrinsic
calibration parameters (focal length, camera center, distortion coefficients of the lens) for
the omnidirectional camera. In all of our experiments in this section scan refers to a single
360◦ field of view 3D point cloud and its time-corresponding camera imagery.
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Figure 3.12 Setup for target-based calibration inside a garage. The left panel shows the
checkerboard pattern mounted on a planar surface as seen from one of the cameras of the
omnidirectional camera system. The estimated normal of the planar surface in that camera’s
reference system is shown in green. The right panel shows the 3D points lying on the planar
checkerboard pattern in laser reference system.
Figure 3.13 Vehicle parked in-front of a wall and the checkerboard pattern pasted on it. The
top panel shows the image from the omnidirectional camera and the bottom panel shows
the corresponding 3D point cloud from the lidar. The wall is used as a calibration target.
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3.4.1.1 Target-based Calibration
In this experiment we calibrated the sensors by using planar checkerboard targets as
described in section 3.2. The calibration data was collected inside a garage where checker-
board patterns were mounted on all available planar surfaces including side walls and
ground floor (Fig. 3.12). We also used a planar checkerboard target of size 75 cm×105 cm
and manually moved it around the field of view (FOV) of the two sensors in all possible
orientations. It took us about 30 minutes to collect this dataset with one person moving
around the vehicle holding the big checkerboard target (Fig. 3.12). The simulation results
in section 3.2.3 showed that the calibration performance increases as we increase the area
of the target plane. Therefore, we took the vehicle outside and parked it in-front of a huge
wall; we pasted a checkerboard pattern on the wall and then moved the vehicle, so that
the entire wall can be used as the calibration target (Fig. 3.13). The target-based method
is in general very time consuming and involves significant manual intervention. The result
obtained by the target-based method is shown in Table 3.1.
3.4.1.2 Targetless Calibration: Performance Using a Single Scan
In this experiment we show that the quality of the in situ calibration performance is
dependent upon the environment in which the scans are collected. We collected several
datasets in both indoor and outdoor settings. The indoor dataset was collected inside a large
garage, and exhibited many near-field objects such as walls and other vehicles. In contrast,
most of the objects in the outdoor dataset were far-field. In the presence of only far-field 3D
points, the cost-function is insensitive to the translational calibration parameters—making
them more difficult to estimate. This is a well-known phenomenon of projective geometry,
where in the limiting case if we consider points at infinity, [x̃, ỹ, z̃, 0]�, the projection of
these points (also known as vanishing points) are not affected by the translational compo-





















We should then expect that scans which only contain 3D points far-off in the distance (e.g.,
the outdoor dataset) will have poor observability of the extrinsic translation vector, t, as
opposed to scans that contain many nearby 3D points (e.g., the indoor dataset), as seen
in Fig. 3.14. In Fig. 3.14(e) and (f) we have plotted the calibration results for 15 scans
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Figure 3.14 3D laser and omnidirectional camera single-view calibration results for out-
door and indoor datasets. The variance in the estimated parameters (especially translation)
is significantly large in the case of the outdoor dataset due to poor observability as noted in
the text. Each point on the abscissa in (e)–(f) corresponds to a single scan trial.
(a) Sample omnidirectional image (Outdoor) (b) Sample omnidirectional image (Indoor)
(c) Sample laser scan (Outdoor) (d) Sample laser scan (Indoor)






































































(e) MI based calibration results (Outdoor)






































































(f) MI based calibration results (Indoor)
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Figure 3.15 The top panel shows the joint-histogram of lidar reflectivity and camera inten-
sity values. We get a better estimate of the joint histogram (fill-in of unobserved sections) as
the number of scan-image pairs is increased. The bottom panel shows the MI cost-function
surface versus translation parameters x and y. Note the global convexity and smoothness
when the scans are aggregated. The correct value of parameters is given by (0.3, 0.0).
Negative MI is plotted here to make visualization of the extrema easier.
(a) Histogram with 1 scan (b) Histogram with 10 scans
(c) Cost function with 1 scan (d) Cost function with 10 scans
collected in outdoor and indoor settings, respectively. We clearly see that the variability in
the estimated parameters for the outdoor scans is much larger than that of the indoor scans.
Thus, from this experiment we conclude that we need to have near-field objects in order to
robustly estimate the calibration parameters from a single-view.
3.4.1.3 Targetless Calibration: Performance Using Multiple Scans
In the previous section we showed that it is necessary to have near-field objects in the
scans in order to robustly estimate the calibration parameters from a single-scan; however,
this might not always be practical—depending upon the operational environment. In this
experiment we demonstrate improved calibration convergence by simply aggregating mul-
tiple scans into a single batch optimization process (Fig. 3.15). It should be noted that the
reflectivity from lidar and grayscale intensity from camera is quantized between [0, 255],
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resulting into a large joint histogram (256×256 = 65, 536 bins) that needs to be estimated.
The number of 3D points or observations (Xi, Yi) of these random variables obtained from
a single scan in the case of Velodyne data is typically of the order of 80,000. Therefore, if
we use a single scan-image pair the joint histogram is largely under-sampled (Fig. 3.15(a))
because only about 80,000 observations are used to populate a histogram of 65,536 bins.
However, if we use more data (i.e. scan-image pairs from multiple locations) to generate
the joint histogram, it fills in the unobserved sections of the histogram (Fig. 3.15(b)). This
results in a better estimate of the joint and marginal probability distributions of the ran-
dom variables, which in turn increases the smoothness and convexity of the cost function
(Fig. 3.15(d)). We can therefore use any gradient descent algorithm to quickly converge to
the global optimum of this cost function. Fig. 3.16 shows the calibration results for when
multiple scans are considered in the MI calculation. In particular, the experiments show
that the standard deviation of the estimated parameters quickly decreases as the number of
scans are increased by just a few. Here, the red plot shows the sample standard deviation
(σ) of the calibration parameters computed over 1000 trials, where in each trial we ran-
domly sampled {N = 5, 10, · · · , 40} scans from the available indoor and outdoor datasets
to use in the MI calculation. The green plot shows the corresponding CRLB of the standard
deviation of the estimated parameters.
In particular, we see that with as little as 10–15 scans, we can achieve very accurate per-
formance. Moreover, we see that the sample variance asymptotically approaches the CRLB
as the number of scans are increased, indicating this is an efficient estimator. In this experi-
ment we took static snapshots of the laser scan and the camera image to avoid any errors due
to motion of the vehicle. Although using the static snapshot is the best way to acquire data
for calibration, if we have access to a good IMU mounted on the vehicle, the calibration
process can be made even more user friendly. In that case we can motion-compensate the
scan data using the IMU and then use it in the proposed calibration method. This allows for
easy online calibration of the sensors without the need for acquiring static snapshots. We
found that the calibration parameters obtained from the motion-compensated scans (using
a good IMU) are close to those obtained from the static scans (Table 3.1).
3.4.2 Targetless Calibration: Performance with Different Initial Guess
In this experiment we show the robustness of the proposed algorithm over the initial
guess of the calibration parameters. As described in Algorithm 1, the proposed algorithm
requires an initial guess of the calibration parameters that is generally calculated by manu-
ally measuring the distances and angles between the two sensors. Typically, the error in this
measurement is of the order of 10 cm for translation parameters and 10◦ for rotation pa-
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Figure 3.16 3D laser and omnidirectional camera multi-view calibration results. Here we
use all five horizontal images from the Ladybug3 omnidirectional camera during the cali-
bration. Plotted is the uncertainty of the recovered calibration parameters versus the number
of scans used. The red (dashed line) plot shows the sample-based standard deviation (σ) of
the estimated calibration parameters calculated over 1000 trials. The green (solid line) plot
represents the corresponding CRLB of the standard deviation of the estimated parameters.
Each point on the abscissa corresponds to the number of aggregated scans used per trial.





















































































rameters. So, here we performed 500 independent trials with random initial guess (within
the measurement errors) and observed that the algorithm converges to the correct calibra-
tion parameters (Fig. 3.17). In this experiment we used 20 randomly sampled scan-image
pairs from our indoor and outdoor dataset. We observe that the standard deviation of the
estimated translation parameters over these 500 trials is less than 0.5 cm and the standard
deviation of the rotation parameters is less than 0.36◦. Therefore, this experiment clearly
depicts the robustness of the proposed algorithm over a wide range of initial guessess of
the calibration parameters that is within the acceptable range of manual errors.
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Figure 3.17 Calibration performance for different initial conditions with 20 scan-image
pairs. Here we perform 500 independent trials with random initial guess. The initial guess
is marked in red and the output of the proposed calibration algorithm is marked in green.
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3.4.3 Targetless Calibration: Computation Time Analysis
In this experiment we analysed the computation complexity of the proposed algorithm.
In §3.4.1.3 we showed that as we increase the number of scans, from different view-points,
the calibration performance increases. However, the increase in the number of scans also
increases the computation time of the algorithm. Since the computation complexity of the
algorithm is O(n+m2), where n is the number of 3D points used and m is the number of
quantization bins of the random variables X and Y , if the number of quantization bins is
fixed (here 256) then the computation time increases linearly with the increase in number
of 3D points or scans. Fig. 3.18 shows a plot of computation time as a function of the
number of scans used with a simple gradient descent algorithm [12] as the optimization
method. We observe that the computation time (on a standard laptop with Intel Core i7-
2670QM CPU @ 2.20 GHz) when the algorithm uses 20 scan-image pairs is of the order
of 5 minutes, which we believe is acceptable for the calibration task. There is a clear
trade-off between the computation time and the robustness of the algorithm as the increase
in number of scans makes the algorithm more robust but it also increases the computation
time. Since calibration is always an offline task there is no need for the algorithm to be real-
time; however, we also do not want to wait for very long to obtain the results. Therefore,
an optimal value of the number of scans should be chosen depending upon the application.
In our experiments, we observed that 20 scans provide good calibration results (§3.4.1.3,
§3.4.2) within 5 minutes, which we believe is acceptable for practical in-field operations of
robots.
3.4.3.1 Targetless Calibration: Comparison with Available Ground-truth
The omnidirectional camera used in our experiments is pre-calibrated from the manu-
facturer. It has six 2-Megapixel cameras, with five cameras positioned in a horizontal ring
and one positioned vertically, such that the rigid-body transformation of each camera with
respect to a common coordinate frame, called the camera head (H), is well-known [82].
Here, XHci is the Smith et al. [153] coordinate frame notation, and represents the 6-DOF
pose of the ith camera (ci) with respect to the camera head (H). Since we know XHci from
the manufacturer, we can calculate the pose of the ith camera with respect to the jth camera
as:
Xcicj = �XHci ⊕XHcj , {i �= j}. (3.22)
In the previous experiments we used all 5 horizontally positioned cameras of the La-
dybug3 omnidirectional camera system to calculate the MI; however, in this experiment
we consider only one camera at a time and directly estimate the pose of the camera with
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Figure 3.18 Computation time as a function of number of scans used for calibration. Com-
putation time increases as the number of data points are increased. 1 scan contains approx-
imately 80,000-100,000 3D points. More data results in better calibration performance, so
there is a trade-off between computation time and the robustness of the algorithm.

















Figure 3.19 Comparison with manufacturer ground-truth. (a) A depiction of the coordinate
frames corresponding to each camera (ci) and camera head (H) of the Ladybug3 omnidirec-
tional camera system. (b) Plotted are the mean absolute error in the relative-pose calibration
parameters for the two side looking cameras (c2 and c5), i.e. |Xc2c5 − X̂c2c5 |, versus the
number of scans used to estimate these parameters. The mean is calculated over 100 trials
of sampling N scans per trial {N = 10, 20, · · · , 60}. We see that the error decreases as the
number of scans are increased.
(a) LB3 camera layout (b) Calibration error w.r.t. manufacturer provided values
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respect to the laser reference frame (X�ci). This allows us to calculate X̂cicj from the es-
timated calibration parameters X̂�ci and X̂�cj . Thus, we can compare the true value of
Xcicj (from the manufacturer data) with the estimated value X̂cicj . Fig. 3.19 shows one
such comparison from the two side looking cameras of the Ladybug3 camera system. Here
we see that the error in the estimated calibration parameters reduces with the increase in
the number of scans and asymptotically approaches the expected value of the error (i.e.,
E[|Θ̂−Θ|] → 0). It should be noted that in this experiment we used only a single camera
as opposed to all 5 cameras of the omnidirectional camera system, thereby reducing the
amount of data used in each trial by 1/5th. It is our conjecture that with additional trials,
a statistically significant validation of unbiasedness could be achieved. Since the sample
variance of the estimated parameters also approaches the CRLB as the number of scans are
increased, in the limit our estimator should exhibit the properties of a minimum variance
unbiased (MVUB) estimator (i.e., in the limiting case the CRLB can be considered as the
true variance of the estimated parameters).
3.4.3.2 Comparison with Other Methods
We performed the following experiments to quantitatively benchmark results from our
proposed methods against other published methods.
1. Comparison with Levinson and Thrun [91]: Levinson and Thrun [91] proposed an
automatic calibration technique that uses correlation between depth discontinuities in the
laser data and their projected edges in the corresponding camera images. In this experiment
we replace our MI-based cost function with the criteria proposed by Levinson and Thrun:






where LC( · ) is Levinson’s criteria for N scan image pairs, Xfp is the depth discontinuity
at the pth point in scan f , and Dfi,j is the edge strength at projection of 3D point p onto the
corresponding image f . The modified cost function can be written as:
Θ = argmax
Θ
LC(X, Y ;Θ). (3.24)
Fig. 3.20 shows a comparison of the proposed method with Levinson’s method. In
this experiment we used motion compensated scans captured in an outdoor urban envi-
ronment (appendix C) to estimate the rigid-body transformation from both methods. In
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Levinson’s case only points corresponding to the edges of the surfaces are used, discard-
ing a large amount of points corresponding to the ground plane and other flat surfaces
present in the environment—therefore, it requires a relatively large number of scans and
a structured calibration environment. Although, the plots show that for both methods the
sample-based standard deviation of the estimated calibration parameters decreases as the
number of scans are increased, the proposed method gives good calibration results with
only 20 scans whereas Levinon’s method requires nearly 100 scans to reach the same pre-
cision level. Unlike Levinson’s method, our proposed method is whole-image based and
uses all of the overlapping laser-image data. This allows our method to produce good cali-
bration results with fewer scans even if the calibration environment is largely devoid of any
linear depth discontinuities—the only criteria being that the scene have some distinctive
reflectivity/intensity texture (e.g., a parking lot with painted parking stalls like in Fig. 3.7).
2. Comparison with Williams et al. [168]: In this experiment we replace the MI crite-
ria with the χ2 statistic used by Williams et al. [168]. The χ2 statistic gives a measure of
the statistical dependence of the two random variables in terms of the closeness of the ob-
served joint distribution to the distribution obtained by assuming X and Y to be statistically
independent:








We can therefore modify the cost function given in (3.17) to:
Θ = argmax
Θ
χ2(X, Y ;Θ). (3.26)
A comparison of the calibration results obtained from the χ2 test (3.26) and the MI
cost function (3.17) using 40 scan-image pairs is shown in Table 3.1. We see that the
results obtained from the χ2 statistics are similar to those obtained from the MI criteria.
This is mainly because the χ2 statistics and MI are equivalent and essentially capture the
amount of correlation between the two random variables [102]. However, by aggregating
several scans within a single optimization framework we generate a smooth cost function,
which allows us to completely avoid the estimation of the initial guess of the calibration
parameters, unlike Williams et al.
3. Comparison with target-based method: We compared the minimum variance results
(i.e., estimated using 40 scans) of the targetless method with the target-based method and
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Figure 3.20 Comparison with Levinson and Thrun [91]. Here we plot the uncertainty of the
recovered calibration parameters versus the number of scans used. The red (dashed line)
plot shows the sample-based standard deviation (σ) of the estimated calibration parame-
ters calculated over 1000 trials using Levinson’s method [91]. The green (solid line) plot
shows the sample-based standard deviation of the estimated parameters using our proposed
method. Each point on the abscissa corresponds to the number of aggregated scans used




















































































found that they are very close (Table 3.1). The reprojection of 3D points onto the image
using results obtained from these methods look very similar visually. Therefore, in the
absence of ground truth, it is difficult to say which result is more accurate. The target-
less method though, is definitely much faster and easier as it does not involve any manual
intervention.
3.4.4 Time of Flight 3D Camera and Monocular Camera
In this section we present results from data collected from a 3D time-of-flight (TOF)
camera [172] and a monocular camera [34] mounted on a horizontal bar (Fig. 3.21). A
sample image obtained from the monocular camera is shown in Fig. 3.21(d) and the corre-
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Table 3.1 Comparison of calibration parameters estimated by: MI-based targetless method
with static scans, MI-based method with motion-compensated scans, feature alignment
as reported in [91], χ2 test as reported in [168], and checkerboard target-based method
(§3.4.1.1).
x y z Roll Pitch Yaw
[cm] [cm] [cm] [deg] [deg] [deg]
Targetless with static scans 30.5 -0.5 -42.6 -0.15 0.00 -90.27
Targetless with motion compensated scans 33.6 -0.7 -41.6 -0.20 -0.06 -90.14
Levinson and Thrun [91] 31.6 -0.3 -41.7 -0.05 0.05 -90.12
Williams et al. [168] 29.8 0.0 -43.4 -0.15 0.00 -90.32
Target-based 34.0 1.0 -41.6 0.01 -0.03 -90.25
sponding depth and intensity map of the scene obtained from the TOF 3D camera is shown
in Fig. 3.21(b) and Fig. 3.21(c), respectively. The size of the depth map obtained from the
3D camera is 200× 200 pixels, which equates to 40, 000 3D points per scan.
Targetless Calibration: In this experiment we use the 3D points with the intensity infor-
mation along with the camera imagery to estimate the calibration parameters automatically
without any specific targets within the MI-based framework. We assume that the intrinsic
calibration parameters of the monocular camera are either known or are precomputed using
any standard method (e.g., [174]). In Fig. 3.22 we show qualitative calibration results for
projecting the 3D points onto the corresponding camera imagery using the estimated rigid-
body transformation. We also show how the calibration results improve when multiple
scans are considered in the MI-based calculation. We observe that the standard deviation
of the estimated calibration parameters decreases and approaches the CRLB as the number
of scans used to calculate the MI is increased.
3.4.5 2D Laser Scanner and Monocular Camera
In this section we present results from data collected from a 2D laser scanner [62] and
a monocular camera [34] mounted on a horizontal bar as shown in Fig. 3.23. This type of
sensor setup is typical for an indoor SLAM problem.
Targetless Calibration: In this experiment we automatically calibrate the two sensors
using the MI-based framework. In this case the single beam 2D laser scanner operates
at 30 Hz and provided only 540 points per scan, of which only ∼ 300 points overlapped
with the camera imagery. So, the number of scans required to achieve a MVUB estimate
of the calibration parameters was significantly large (of the order of few hundreds). Since
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Figure 3.21 Data obtained from a 3D time-of-flight camera and monocular camera system.
(a) A 3D TOF camera and a monocular camera setup
(b) Depth map from TOF
camera
(c) Intensity map from TOF
camera
(d) Image from monocular
camera
the scans can be arbitrary (i.e., there is no constraint on the calibration environment) it is
not difficult to quickly capture a large number of scans from this setup. The quality of
the MVUB estimate (calculated from 600 scans) is shown in Fig. 3.23(b). In Fig. 3.23(c)
we plot the sample standard deviation of the estimated calibration parameters and the cor-
responding CRLB as a function of the number of scan pairs used. As observed in the
earlier experiments (§3.4.1.3, §3.4.4), we see a decrease in parameter variance as the num-
ber of scans is increased and the sample standard deviation approaches that predicted by
the CRLB.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we discussed the problem of extrinsic calibration of a laser range sensor
and an optical camera system. Extrinsic calibration is the process of estimating the rigid-
body transformation between the reference coordinate system of the two sensors. This
rigid-body transformation allows reprojection of the 3D points from the range sensor coor-
dinate frame to the 2D camera coordinate frame. Fusion of data provided by range and vi-
sion sensors can enhance various state-of-the-art computer vision and robotics algorithms.
Here, we presented two methods (i) target-based and (ii) targetless, to estimate the
rigid-body transformation between a laser scanner and a camera system. The target-based
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Figure 3.22 Results for the MI-based calibration of a 3D TOF camera and a monocular
camera. (a) TOF point cloud projected onto the camera imagery; the points are color-
coded based on distance from the camera. (b) We plot the uncertainty of the recovered
calibration parameter versus the number of scans used. The red (dashed line) plot shows
the sample-based standard deviation (σ) of the estimated calibration parameters calculated
over 1000 trials. The green (solid line) plot represents the corresponding CRLB of the
standard deviation of the estimated parameters. Each point on the abscissa corresponds
to the number of aggregated scans used per trial. Note: The chekerboard pattern shown
in the image is just for better visualization of the re-projected points and is not used for
calibration.
(a) TOF point cloud projected onto the camera
imagery






















































































(b) MI-based calibration result
method minimally requires three views of a planar pattern visible from both the camera and
the laser scanner. However, to get good results one needs several different views of large
planar surfaces visible from the laser-camera system. The laser points lying on the planar
surface and the normal of the plane (as estimated from the image data) provide a con-
straint on the rigid-body transformation between the two sensors. Although this method
can provide a good estimate of the calibration parameters, it is laborious and time con-
suming. The targetless method, on the other hand, is completely data-driven and does not
require any artificial targets to be placed in the field-of-view of the sensors. This makes
the algorithm free from any degenerate configurations when calibrating the sensors unlike
the target-based methods, which requires special attention to avoid any degeneracies in
the data collected during calibration. Another drawback of the target-based method is it
requires some kind of calibration setup. This is the reason why sensor calibration, when
performed with the target-based technique, in a robotic application is typically performed
once, and the same calibration is assumed to be true for rest of the life of that particular
sensor suite. However, for robotics applications where the robot needs to go out into rough
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Figure 3.23 Results for the MI-based calibration of a 2D lidar and a monocular camera.
(a) 2D laser scanner and a monocular camera mounted on a horizontal bar. (b) 2D lidar
points projected onto camera image using the estimated transform. Points are color-coded
based on distance from the camera: blue–close, red–far. (c) We plot the uncertainty of the
recovered calibration parameter versus the number of scans used. The red (dashed line)
plot shows the sample-based standard deviation (σ) of the estimated calibration parame-
ters calculated over 1000 trials. The green (solid line) plot represents the corresponding
CRLB of the standard deviation of the estimated parameters. Each point on the abscissa
corresponds to the number of aggregated scans used per trial.
(a) 2D laser/camera setup
(b) 2D lidar points projected onto cam-
era image























































































(c) Multi-view calibration result
terrain, assuming that the sensor calibration is not altered during a task is often not true.
Although, we should calibrate the sensors before every task, it is typically not practical to
do so if it requires to set up a calibration environment every time. The targetless method,
being free from any such constraints, can be easily used to fine tune the calibration of the
sensors in situ, which makes it applicable to in-field calibration scenarios.
The targetless method that we presented in this chapter utilizes the statistical depen-
dence between the sensor measured surface intensity values. It is important to note that
the reflectivity of the 3D points obtained from the range sensor and intensity of the pixel
obtained from the camera are discrete signals generated by sampling the same physical
scene, but in a different manner. Since the underlying structure generating these signals is
common, they are statistically dependent upon each other. We use MI as the measure of
this statistical dependence and formulate a cost function that is maximized for the correct
calibration parameters. The source code of an implementation of the proposed algorithm
in C++ is available for download from our server at http://robots.engin.umich.
edu/SoftwareData/ExtrinsicCalib.
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We showed that the targetless method works with a wide variety of sensors commonly
used in indoor/outdoor robotics. Various experiments were performed to show the robust-
ness and accuracy of the algorithm in typical robotics applications. Whether it is a 3D laser
scanner and an omnidirectional camera system mounted on the roof of a car, or a 2D laser
scanner and a monocular camera mounted on a robotic platform for indoor applications, the
proposed method works equally well. Moreover, our algorithm also provides a measure of
the uncertainty of the estimated parameters through the CRLB, which can be readily used
within any probabilistic robotics perception framework.
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CHAPTER IV
Alignment of Textured 3D Point Clouds
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we described two techniques for extrinsic calibration of a laser
scanner and a camera mounted on a robotic platform. These sensors help a robot to sense
and understand the environment around them. The environment is sensed by these percep-
tion sensors, and knowledge about the environment is obtained by registering the current
data with the previously perceived data. Substantial work has been done in registering 3D
sensor data to obtain meaningful information about the environment as well as the current
location of the robot. However, using fused 3D lidar and camera data for scan registration
is yet not very common.
The problem of registering two 3D scans into a common reference frame has been
researched for over three decades now. Arun et al. [9] presented a closed-form solution
of this problem assuming that the point correspondence between the two sets of points is
known. For a given set of corresponding points they proposed a least squares solution of
the rigid-body transform [R, t], based on the singular value decomposition (SVD) of a 3×3
matrix. Horn [64] proposed an iterative solution to the same problem using quaternions to
represent the rotation between the reference frames of the two point sets. Although the
described methods provide a solution to the registration problem, they assume that the cor-
respondence between the points is known. In most practical cases, this correspondence be-
tween the two different scans is not available directly. So, in order to solve the registration
problem, point correspondence between the two scans needs to be established first. Several
methods have been proposed to solve this problem over the last two decades, which can be
broadly classified into the following categories: iterative methods, probabilistic methods
and other methods.
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Figure 4.1 Top: Flowchart of classical ICP framework. Bottom Left: Top-down view of
two scans (Red/Blue) before alignment. Bottom Right: Scans (Red/Blue) after alignment
using the ICP algorithm
















Iterative methods are one of the most common methods of scan matching, and have
seen constant improvement since their introduction by Besl and McKay [17]. Besl and
McKay proposed an iterative method for minimizing the Euclidean distance between corre-
sponding points to obtain the relative transformation between the two scans. Their method
is popularly known as the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm and is widely used in
solving the registration problem. Fig. 4.1 depicts the framework of the classical ICP al-
gorithm. Chen and Medioni [25] introduced the point-to-plane variant of ICP owing to
the fact that most of the range measurements are sampled from a locally planar surface
of the environment. Since the introduction of ICP by Chen and Medioni [25] and Besl
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and McKay [17], numerous variations of the algorithm has been proposed to increase the
speed of the algorithm, improve the accuracy, and make it more robust to noise in the data
[4, 26, 36, 39, 46, 109, 128]. A good survey of these variations of the classical ICP al-
gorithm is presented by Rusinkiewicz and Levoy [139]. Most of the prior work on the
alignment of a pair of scans assumes that the initial guess of the relative rigid-body trans-
form is known. The initial guess may be estimated either by tracking the scanner position
using an accelerometer or from the data itself. There are also methods that are completely
data driven and use surface or 3D point cloud features to estimate the initial guess and
then refine it using the ICP algorithms described above. In such methods local feature
points and the corresponding feature descriptor are calculated in the two scans. These fea-
ture descriptors are then matched to establish correspondence, thereby estimating an initial
guess of the relative rigid-body transform. Johnson and Hebert [69] introduced the novel
spin-images as the local feature descriptors used for such an initial range scan alignment.
Similarly Belongie and Malik [15] and Frome et al. [38] proposed a 2D and 3D shape con-
text, respectively, for local feature matching. Ankerst et al. [6] introduced 3D shape his-
tograms, based on partitioning the 3D space in which the object resides. Recently, Steder
et al. [156] proposed a novel method for interest point detection and feature descriptor cal-
culation in 3D range data called normal aligned radial feature (NARF) (Fig. 4.2). Rusu
et al. [141] proposed a robust multi-dimensional feature descriptor called fast point feature
histogram (FPFH), which is based on the local geometry around a point for 3D point cloud
datasets. They showed that FPFH features can be computed online as the data becomes
available from the sensors. The online computation of these features makes them suitable
for registration of range data in real-time.
4.1.2 Probabilistic methods
One of the main reasons for the popularity of the ICP-based methods is their sim-
plicity and speed. However, most of the deterministic algorithms discussed so far do not
account for the fact that in real-world datasets, when the scans are coming from two dif-
ferent time instances, we never get exact point correspondences. Moreover, the scans are
generally only partially overlapped and it is hard to establish point correspondences by ap-
plying a threshold on the point-to-point distance. Recently, several probabilistic techniques
have been proposed that model the real-world data better than the deterministic methods.
Granger and Pennec [45] introduced a general Maximum-Likelihood (ML) estimation of
the transformation that aligns the two noisy point clouds, which they called Expectation
Maximization Iterative Closest Point (EM-ICP). They showed that in the specific case of
Gaussian noise, it corresponds to the ICP algorithm with Mahalanobis distance. Hahnel
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Figure 4.2 Normal aligned radial feature (NARF) point extraction [156]. The 3D point
cloud is first converted to a range image and the feature points are extracted from the
estimated range image. The top panel shows the 3D point cloud and the corresponding
NARF feature points (green dots). The bottom panel shows the range image estimated
from the 3D point cloud and the NARF feature points (green circles).
and Burgard [49] applied ray tracing techniques to maximize the probability of alignment
of two scans. Biber et al. [18] introduced an alternate representation of the range scans,
the Normal Distribution Transforms (NDT), where they subdivide a 2D plane into cells
and assign a normal distribution to each cell to model the distribution of points in that cell.
They use this density to match the scans and, therefore, no explicit point correspondence
is required (since they are matching the densities). Gruen and Akca [47] proposed a Least
Squares 3D Surface Matching (LS3D) method, which estimates the 3D transformation pa-
rameters between two or more 3D surface patches, by minimizing the Euclidean distances
between the surfaces. Montesano et al. [112] proposed probabilistic modeling of the ICP
process that takes into account the uncertainty of the sensor location and the noises of the
measurement process. Olson [123] describes a scan matching algorithm based upon the
cross correlation of two lidar scans. Recently Segal et al. [146] proposed a generalized
ICP (GICP) algorithm that is derived by attaching a probabilistic model to the cost func-
tion minimization step of the standard ICP algorithm. They assume that the 3D points
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Figure 4.3 Local neighborhood structure of 3D points used in GICP algorithm [146] is cap-
tured by the sample covariance matrix. Planar surfaces show two dominant eigen-vectors
of the sample covariance matrix (right). Uniformly distributed points show equal eigen-
vectors in all three dimensions (left).
are samples from a Gaussian distribution, with covariance structure derived from the local
neighborhood of the points in the environment. Thus, a point from wall, road, and other
flat surfaces will have a covariance matrix with two dominant eigen-vectors, whereas the
points sampled from irregular surfaces like bushes or trees will have a covariance matrix
with equal eigen-vectors (Fig. 4.3).
4.1.3 Methods using color/intensity of the surface
In this section we discuss some methods that include visual cues from the camera im-
agery in the ICP framework. Incorporating visual information in the ICP framework has
been suggested in several variants. Johnson and Kang [70] and Godin et al. [41] proposed
a simple approach of incorporating color information in the ICP framework by augmenting
the three color channels to the 3D coordinates of the point cloud. Although this technique
adds the color information to the ICP framework, it fails to justify the mixing of 3D co-
ordinates of a point and the RGB values from the color channel, as they are two entirely
different entities. Recently Akca [2] proposed a novel method of using intensity informa-
tion for scan matching. He proposed the concept of a quasi surface, which is generated
by scaling the normal at a given 3D point by its color, and then matching the geometrical
surface and the quasi surface in a combined estimation model. This approach works well
when the environment is structured and the normal at a given point is easy to compute.
All of the aforementioned methods use the color information directly, i.e., they are us-
ing the very basic building blocks of the image data (RGB values), which does not provide
strong distinction between the points of interest. However, there has been significant de-
velopment over the last decade in the feature point detection and description algorithms
employed by the computer vision and image processing community. We can now charac-
terize any point in the image by high dimensional descriptors such as the scale invariant
feature transform (SIFT) [96] or speeded up robust features (SURF) [13], as compared to
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just RGB values alone. These high dimensional features provide a better measure of corre-
spondence between points as compared to the Euclidean distance. The extrinsic calibration
of 3D lidar and omnidirectional camera imagery allows us to associate these robust high
dimensional feature descriptors to the 3D points. Once we have augmented the 3D point
cloud with these high dimensional feature descriptors we can then use them to align the
scans in a robust manner.
In this chapter we describe two methods of scan alignment that incorporate visual infor-
mation obtained from camera imagery into the scan registration process. The first method
describes a bootstrapping strategy that provides a good initial guess for the state-of-the-art
GICP algorithm. In this method, point correspondences are established in the high dimen-
sional feature space using the image-derived feature vectors and then these putative corre-
spondences are used in a random sample consensus (RANSAC) [35] framework to obtain
an initial rigid-body transformation that aligns the two scans. This initial transformation is
then refined in a GICP framework as proposed by Segal et al. [146]. The second method, on
the other hand, presents a novel MI-based algorithm that provides a robust framework for
incorporating complementary information obtained from the camera and lidar modalities
into the registration process directly.
The outline of the rest of the chapter is as follows: In section 4.2 we describe the visu-
ally bootstrapped generalized ICP (VB-GICP) algorithm. We divide the method into two
parts, a RANSAC framework to obtain the initial transformation from SIFT correspon-
dences and a refinement of this initial transformation via a GICP framework. In section
4.2.3 we present results showing the robustness of the bootstrapped method and present
a comparison of this method with the unenhanced GICP algorithm. In section 4.3 we
describe the Mutual Information (MI) framework for scan alignment. In section 4.4 we
present results showing the robustness of the MI-based method and present a comparison
of this method with GICP. Finally, in section 4.5 we summarize our findings.
4.2 Visually Bootstrapped Generalized ICP (VB-GICP)
In the previous chapter we presented two algorithms for the extrinsic calibration of
a 3D laser scanner and an optical camera system. The extrinsic calibration of the two
sensors allows us to project 3D points onto the corresponding omnidirectional image (and
vice versa). This co-registration allows us to calculate high dimensional feature descriptors
in the image (here we use SIFT) and associate them to a corresponding 3D lidar point
that projects onto that pixel location (Fig. 4.4). Since only few 3D points are projected
onto interesting parts of the image (i.e., where visual feature points are detected), only a
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Figure 4.4 The co-registered camera and lidar data is shown below. The left panel shows
the 3D points projected on the image plane, only points above the ground plane are shown
here. The right panel shows SIFT features corresponding to the 3D points projected on the
image plane. The points high up (e.g., on the facades of building) generally do not have a
corresponding 3D point because of limited vertical field of view (FOV) of the laser scanner.
subset of the 3D points will have a feature descriptor assigned to them. Once we have
augmented the 3D point cloud with the high dimensional feature descriptors, we then use
them to align the scans in a two step process. In the first step, we establish putative point
correspondence in the high dimensional feature space and then use these correspondences
within a RANSAC framework to obtain a coarse initial alignment of the two scans. In
the second step, we refine this coarse alignment using a generalized ICP framework [146].
Fig. 4.5 depicts an overview block-diagram of the proposed VB-GICP algorithm.
The novel aspect of the VB-GICP algorithm is in how we derive the initial coarse align-
ment. The initial alignment is intrinsically derived from the data itself using visual fea-
ture/lidar primitives available in the co-registered sensing modality. Note that initialization
is typically the weakest link in any ICP-based methodology. By adopting the RANSAC
framework, we are able to extend the convergence of generalized ICP over three times
beyond the inter-scan distance that it normally breaks down. In the following, we ex-
plain our two-step algorithm in detail and discuss our novel concept of a camera consensus
matrix (CCM).
4.2.1 RANSAC Framework
In the first part of our algorithm, we estimate a rigid-body transformation that approxi-
mately aligns the two scans using putative visual correspondences. We do so by matching
the SIFT feature sets, SP and SQ, across the two scans and make the assumption that the
matched feature points correspond to the same 3D point in Euclidean space. If we have
three correct point correspondences, then we can calculate the rigid-body transformation
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Figure 4.5 Block-diagram depicting the two step scan alignment process.




T0 = [R0, t0]
ICP Framework
Final Transformation
T = [R, t]
Extract SIFT features corresponding
to 3D points
that aligns the two scans using the method proposed by Arun et al. [9]. However, if there
exist outliers in the correspondences obtained by matching SIFT features, then this transfor-
mation will be wrong. Hence, we adopt a RANSAC framework [35] where we randomly
sample three point correspondence pairs and iteratively compute the rigid-body transfor-
mation until we find enough consensus or exceed a preset maximum number of iterations
based upon a probability of outliers.
The difficult aspect of this task is in establishing a good set of putative correspondences
so as to get a sufficient number of inliers. Here we used the Point Grey Ladybug3 omnidi-
rectional camera system [82]. The Ladybug3 has six 2-Megapixel (1600×1200) cameras,
five positioned in a horizontal ring and one positioned vertically. Each sensor of the omni-
directional camera system has a minimally overlapping FOV as depicted in Fig. 4.6. The
usable portion of the omnidirectional camera system essentially consists of five cameras
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Figure 4.6 A depiction of the Ladybug3 omnidirectional camera system and a sample im-





spanning the 360◦ horizontal FOV. Unless we use prior knowledge on the vehicle’s mo-
tion, we do not know a priori which camera pairs will overlap between the first and second
scans. Hence, a simple global correspondence search over the entire omnidirectional image
set will not give robust feature correspondence. Instead, in order to improve our putative
feature matching, we exploit a novel camera consensus matrix concept that intrinsically
captures the geometry of the omnidirectional camera system in order to establish a geomet-
rically consistent set of putative point correspondences in SIFT space.
4.2.1.1 Camera Consensus Matrix
If the motion of the camera is known, then robustness to incorrect matches can be
achieved by restricting the correspondence search to localized regions. Since we do not
assume that we know the vehicle motion a priori, we first need to estimate these localized
regions based upon visual similarity. To do so, we divide the FOV of the omnidirectional
camera into n equally spaced regions. In our case we chose n = 5 because the five sen-
sors of the omnidirectional camera naturally divide the FOV into five equi-spaced regions1.
Once the FOV is partitioned we need to identify the cameras that have the maximum over-
lap between the two instances when the scans are captured. In our work, we assume that
the motion of the vehicle is locally planar (albeit unknown).
1Note that in the case of catadioptric omnidirectional camera systems, the entire panoramic image can be
divided into smaller equispaced regions.
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For a small forward translational motion of the vehicle (Fig. 4.7) the maximum FOV
overlap between scans P and Q occurs for the following pairs of cameras: {1-1, 2-2, 3-3, 4-
4, 5-5}. Similarly, for large forward translational motion the maximum overlap of camera
1 of scan P can be with either of {1, 2 or 5} of scan Q (i.e., the forward looking cameras)
(Fig. 4.7), whereas for the remaining four cameras of scan P the maximum overlap is ob-
tained between {2-3, 3-3, 4-4, 5-4} of scan Q. This overlap of the cameras is captured in
a matrix called the camera consensus matrix (CCM). The CCM is a [5 × 5] binary ma-
trix where each element C(i, j) defines the correspondence consensus of the ith camera of
scan P with the j th camera of scan Q, where 0 means no consensus and 1 means maximum
consensus between the regions.
Similar to our translational motion example, we can also obtain the CCM for pure
rotation of the vehicle about the yaw axis by circularly shifting the columns of the identity
matrix as depicted in Fig. 4.8. Moreover, we can calculate the CCM matrices resulting from
the combined rotational and translational motion of the vehicle by circularly shifting the
CCM matrices from Fig. 4.7. Each resulting binary CCM represents a consistent geometry
hypothesis of the camera motion and can be considered as a set of basis matrices spanning
the entire space of possible CCMs arising due to the discrete planar vehicle motion assumed
here. We vectorize these basis matrices by stacking the rows together into a vector, denoted
hi, where each hi corresponds to a valid geometry configuration CCM hypothesis.
4.2.1.2 Camera Constrained Correspondence Search
To use the concept of the CCM to guide our image feature matching, we first need to
empirically compute the measured CCM arising from the visual similarity of the regions of
scan P and scan Q using the available image data. Each element of the empirically derived
CCM is computed as the sum of the inverse SIFT score (i.e., squared Euclidean distance)
of the matches established between camera i of scan P and camera j of scan Q. This yields





where sk is the SIFT matching score of the kth match. This matrix is then normalized across
the columns so that values are within the interval [0, 1] to comply with our notion that 0
means no consensus and 1 means maximum consensus:
Ĉ(i, j) = C̃(i, j)/max(C̃(i)). (4.2)
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Figure 4.7 Top view of the omnidirectional camera system depicting the intersecting FOV
of individual camera sensors as the omnidirectional camera-rig moves forward along the
Y axis. For small translational motion (blue to red), the FOV of the cameras between
scan P and scan Q does not change much, thereby giving maximal overlap with the same
sensors and is described by the identity CCM matrix shown on the left. For large forward
translational motion (blue to green), the FOV of the individual camera sensors does change
and what was visible in camera 1 of scan P can now be visible in either of the forward

























































Figure 4.8 Top view of the omnidirectional camera system depicting the intersecting FOV
of individual camera sensors as the camera-rig rotates about the yaw axis. Here, we have
shown one possible discrete rotation such that the FOV of each sensor is circularly shifted






















Here, max(C̃(i)) denotes the maximum value in the ith row of the matrix C̃.
This matrix Ĉ is then vectorized to obtain the corresponding camera consensus vector
ĉ. To determine which ideal CCM hypothesis is most likely, we project this vector to all
the hypothesis basis vectors hi and calculate the orthogonal error of projection:




The basis vector hi that has the least orthogonal error of projection yields the closest hy-
pothesis on the CCM. This geometrically consistent camera configuration is then used for
calculating the camera constrained SIFT features. Fig. 4.9 depicts a typical situation where
the CCM yields a more robust feature correspondence as compared to the simple global
correspondence search alone. The CCM-consistent putative correspondences are then used
in the RANSAC framework to estimate the rigid-body transformation that aligns the two
scans. The complete RANSAC algorithm to estimate the rigid-body transformation is out-
lined in Algorithm 2.
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Figure 4.9 This figure shows the pairwise exhaustive SIFT matches obtained across the five
cameras of scan P and scan Q. The corresponding empirically measured CCM is shown
below on the left, and the closest matching binary CCM hypothesis is shown below on the
right. The blocks highlighted in red indicate the CCM-consistent maximal overlap regions.
In this case, the resulting CCM hypothesis indicates a clockwise rotational motion by one
camera to the right (refer to Fig. 4.8).
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Algorithm 2 RANSAC Framework
1: Input: Scans P and Q with SIFT features SP , SQ.
2: Output: The estimated transformation [R, t].
3: Establish camera-constrained SIFT correspondences between SP and SQ (camera con-
strained correspondence search (CCCS)).
4: Store the matches in a list L.
5: while iter < MAXITER do
6: Randomly pick 3 pairs of points from the list L.
7: Retrieve these 3 pair of points from P and Q.
8: Calculate the 6-DOF rigid-body transformation [R, t] that best aligns these 3 points.
9: Store this transformation in an array M , M [iter] = [R, t]
10: Apply the transformation to 3D points in Q to map Scan Q’s points into the reference
frame of Scan P: q�i = Rpi + t
11: Calculate the set cardinality of pose-consistent SIFT correspondences that agree with
the current transformation (i.e., those that satisfy a Euclidean threshold on spatial
proximity): n = |(Q�(L)−P(L)) < �|
12: Store the number of pose-consistent correspondences in an array N , N [iter] = n
13: iter = iter + 1
14: end while
15: Find the index i that has maximum number of correspondences in N .
16: Retrieve the transformation corresponding to index i from M . [R, t] = M [i]. This is
the required transformation.
4.2.2 ICP Framework
Our method to refine the initial transformation obtained from section 4.2.1 is based
upon the GICP algorithm proposed by Segal et al [146]. The GICP algorithm is derived
by attaching a probabilistic model to the cost function minimization step of the standard
ICP algorithm outlined in Algorithm 3. In this section we review the GICP algorithm as
originally described in [146].
The cost function at line 13 of the standard ICP algorithm (Algorithm 3) is modified
in [146] to give the generalized ICP algorithm. In GICP the point correspondences are
established by considering the Euclidean distance between the two point clouds P and Q.
Once the point correspondences are established, the ICP cost function is formulated as a
maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of the transformation “T = [R, t]” that best aligns
the two scans.
In the GICP framework the points in the two scans are assumed to be coming from
Gaussian distributions, P̂i ∼ N (pi; CPi ) and q̂i ∼ N (qi; CQi ), where pi and qi are the
mean or actual points and CPi and C
Q
i are sample-based covariance matrices associated
with the measured points. Now in the case of perfect correspondences (i.e., geometrically
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Algorithm 3 Standard ICP Algorithm [146]
1: Input: Two point clouds: P, Q;
An initial transformation: [R0, t0].
2: Output: The correct transformation, [R, t], which aligns P and Q.
3: [R, t] ← [R0, t0]
4: while not converged do
5: for i ← 1 to N do
6: qi ← FindClosestPointInQ(Rpi + t)
7: if �qi − (Rpi + t)� <= dmax then
8: wi ← 1;
9: else
10: wi ← 0;
11: end if
12: end for
13: [R, t] ← argmin[R,t]
�
iwi�(Rpi + t)− qi�2
14: end while





But for an arbitrary transformation T = [R, t], and noisy measurements pi and qi, the
alignment error can be defined as di = qi − (Rpi + t). Therefore, the ideal distribution
from which d(T
∗)
i is drawn is given as:
d
(T∗)
i ∼ N (qi − (R∗pi + t∗),CQi + T∗CPi T∗�)
= N (0,CQi + T∗CPi T∗�).
Here pi and qi are assumed to be drawn from independent Gaussians. Thus, the required

























The rigid-body transformation T given in (4.6) is the MLE refined transformation that best
aligns scan P and scan Q.
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4.2.3 Experiments and Results
We present results from real data collected from a 3D laser scanner (Velodyne HDL-
64E) and an omnidirectional camera system (Point Grey Ladybug3) mounted on the roof of
a Ford F-250 vehicle (Appendix C). We use the pose information available from a high-end
inertial measurement unit (IMU) (Applanix POS-LV) as the ground truth to compare the
scan alignment errors. We performed the following experiments to analyze the robustness
of the algorithm.
4.2.3.1 Experiment 1
In the first experiment we selected a series of 15 consecutive scans captured by the laser-
camera system in an outdoor urban environment collected while driving around downtown
Dearborn, Michigan at a vehicle speed of approximately 15.6 m/s (35 mph). The average
distance between the consecutive scans is approximately 0.5 m–1.0 m. In this experiment
we fixed the first scan to be the reference scan and then tried to align the remaining scans
(2–15) with the base scan using (i) the GICP alone, (ii) our RANSAC initialization alone,
and (iii) the bootstrapped generalized ICP algorithm seeded by our RANSAC solution (VB-
GICP). The error in translational motion between the base scan and the remaining scans
obtained from these algorithms is plotted in Fig. 4.10. We found the plotted error trend to
be typical across all of our experiments—in general the GICP algorithm alone would fail
after approximately 5 or so scans of displacement when not fed an initial guess. However,
by using our VB-GICP algorithm, we were able to significantly extend GICP’s convergence
out past 15 scans of displacement.
We repeated this experiment for 10 sets of 15-scan pairs (i.e., 150 scans in total) from
different locations in Dearborn and calculated the average translational and rotational error
as a function of the intra-scan displacement. The resulting error statistics are tabulated in
Table 4.1 where we see that the VB-GICP is able to provide sub 25 cm translational error
at 15 scans apart, while GICP alone begins to fail after only 5 scans of displacement.
4.2.3.2 Experiment 2
In the second experiment, we compared the output of GICP and our VB-GICP in a
real-world application-driven context. For this experiment we drove a 1.6 km loop around
downtown Dearborn, Michigan with the intent of characterizing each algorithm’s ability
to serve as a registration engine for localizing and 3D map building in an outdoor ur-
ban environment. For this purpose we used a pose-graph simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) framework where the ICP-derived pose constraints served as edges in
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Figure 4.10 Graph showing the error (a) in translation as the distance between scans A and
B is increased. Top view of the 3D scans aligned with the output of GICP (b) and VB-GICP
(c) for two scans that are 10 time steps apart. Note that the GICP algorithm fails to align
the two scans when unaided by our novel RANSAC initialization step.














Generalized ICP with no initial guess
Initial guess from RANSAC
Bootstrapped generalized ICP
(a) Error comparison between GICP and VB-GICP.
(b) GICP for Scan 10 (c) VB-GICP for Scan 10
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Table 4.1 This table summarizes the error in scan alignment. We show here the translation
and rotational error between scan pairs {1-2, 1-5, 1-10, 1-15} obtained at different loca-
tions. The average error shown below is computed over 100 trials. Here we have used
the pose of the vehicle obtained from a high-end IMU as ground-truth to calculate all the
errors. The alignment error for GICP quickly increases as the separation between the scans
is increased. GICP starts to fail after only 5 scans of displacement ( 3− 5 m), whereas
VB-GICP provides better convergence even beyond 10 scans of displacement ( 8− 10 m).
Generalized ICP with no initial
guess



















Err Std Err Std Err Std Err Std Err Std Err Std Err Std Err Std Err Std
1-2 .047 .011 0 0 .05 .02 .15 .02 0 0 .223 .0003 .04 .010 0 0 .057 .110
1-5 .546 .173 .570 .20 1.15 .344 .20 .03 .43 .15 .230 .0001 .084 .010 .025 .090 .058 .006
1-10 6.37 .868 .710 .25 1.72 .573 .51 .09 .59 .01 .745 .0044 .145 .015 .030 .010 .057 .012
1-15 10.34 .834 1.86 .13 2.86 .057 1.02 .02 1.35 .54 1.15 .0021 .220 .008 .042 .015 .070 .017
T = Error in translation (meters); Ax = Error in rotation axis (degrees); An = Error in rotation angle (degrees)
Err = Average Error; Std = Standard Deviation
the graph. We employed the open-source incremental smoothing and mapping (iSAM) al-
gorithm by Kaess [72] for inference. In our experiment the pose-constraints are obtained
only from the scan matching algorithm and no odometry information is used in the graph.
Fig. 4.11 shows the vehicle trajectory given by the iSAM algorithm (green) overlaid on
top of OmniStar HP global positioning system (GPS) data (∼2 cm error) for ground-truth
(red). Here the pose constraints were obtained by aligning every third scan using GICP
with no initial guess from odometry. As we can see in Fig. 4.11(b), the resulting iSAM
output differs greatly from the ground-truth. This mainly occurs because the generalized
ICP algorithm does not converge to the global minimum when it is initialized with a poor
guess, which means the pose-constraints that we get are biased, and hence a poor input
to iSAM. Fig. 4.11(d) shows the resulting vehicle trajectory for our VB-GICP algorithm
when given as input to the iSAM algorithm, which agrees well with the GPS ground-truth.
4.3 Mutual Information based Alignment
In the previous section we presented a method for bootstrapping the 3D point cloud
based scan registration algorithm using visual data from camera imagery. We utilized the
sensor calibration to project 3D points from lidar onto the corresponding image (and vice
versa), thereby extracting high-dimensional feature descriptors from the image (SIFT [96],
SURF [13], etc.) and associated them to a corresponding 3D lidar point that projects onto
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Figure 4.11 iSAM output with input pose constraints coming from GICP and VB-GICP.
Here, the red trajectory is the ground-truth coming from GPS and the green trajectory is
the output of the iSAM algorithm. The start and end point of the trajectory are the same
and is denoted by the black dot.
(a) iSAM with GICP open-loop. (b) iSAM with GICP closed-loop.
(c) iSAM with VB-GICP open-loop. (d) iSAM with VB-GICP closed-loop.
that pixel location. Incorporating visual information from this co-registered omnidirec-
tional camera imagery allowed us to provide a good initial guess and a more accurate set
of point correspondences to the GICP algorithm by taking advantage of high dimensional
image feature descriptors. Therefore, in the absence of a good initial guess (e.g., from
odometry) the proposed VB-GICP algorithm provided a robust framework for scan align-
ment by estimating an initial guess on the rigid-body transformation from the data itself.
Although, the proposed VB-GICP algorithm is robust and gives accurate results even when
the overlap between the two scans is significantly less, it is still a loosely-coupled way of
utilizing camera imagery. Moreover, the number of iterations of the RANSAC step re-
quired to obtain a good initial guess can be significantly large, thereby making the overall
algorithm not suitable for real-time applications. Moreover, the VB-GICP algorithm is also
dependent upon the omni-directional camera geometry to obtain good putative correspon-
dences (via CCCS) in the RANSAC step.
In this section we describe a novel MI-based scan registration algorithm that allows for
the principled fusion of camera and lidar modality information within a single optimization
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Figure 4.12 The proposed MI-based scan registration method learns a codebook of the
high-dimensional features extracted from the scans. Using this codebook the empirical
histograms of codewords present in the scans are computed for a given rigid-body trans-
formation. The MI is optimally estimated from them using a James-Stein-type shrinkage




















framework (tightly-coupled). Unlike VB-GICP, the MI-based algorithm is independent of
the geometry of the lidar-camera system used. As described in the previous section we
first extract high-dimensional features from the camera imagery and associate them to the
corresponding points in the lidar data. Moreover, we also extract 3D features (FPFH [141],
rotation invariant feature transform (RIFT) [83], spin-images [69], etc.) from the point
cloud and combine the camera and lidar derived features to form a robust high-dimensional
feature vector, which can be calculated at some keypoints of the scan. This allows us
to represent a scan as a collection of high-dimensional feature vectors. Thus, for any two
overlapping scans the joint distribution of these features should show maximum correlation
when viewed under the correct rigid-body transformation. Therefore, here we use concepts
from statistics and information theory to formulate a MI-based cost function to solve the
scan registration problem. An overview of this method is shown in Fig. 4.12.
4.3.1 Mathematical formulation
We first create a dictionary of codewords representing the quantization of the high-
dimensional features extracted in the scans. We extract N such features (training samples)
from a set of scans called the training dataset (Fig. 4.13). We use a hierarchical k-means
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Figure 4.13 The codebook and target distribution are learned from the training dataset, and
all experiments are performed on the testing dataset. It should be noted that the training
and testing datasets are captured in similar outdoor urban environments, though not the
same. It is important for the codebook to be representative, but the testing and training
environments need not be identical.
(a) Sample images from training dataset (Ford Campus)
(b) Sample images from testing dataset (Downtown)
clustering [120] algorithm on the training samples to cluster the feature space into K clus-
ters. The centroids of these clusters are defined as codewords {ci; i = 1, 2, · · · , K} and the
collection of these codewords is called the codebook. We use this codebook to map any
feature vector to a unique integer i corresponding to the codeword ci that gives a maximum
similarity score with the feature vector.
We consider the collection of these codewords present in a scan as the random variables
X and Y. The marginal and joint probabilities of these random variables pX(x), pY (y)
and pXY (x, y) can be obtained from the normalized marginal and joint histograms of the
codewords present in the scans that we want to align. Let P and Q be the two scans that
we want to align. Let CP = {cpi ; i = 1, · · · , n} and CQ = {cqi ; i = 1, · · · ,m} be the
set of codewords, and {pi; i = 1, · · · , n} and {qi; i = 1, · · · ,m} be the set of 3D points
corresponding to the codewords present in scans P and Q, respectively. If the rigid-body
transformation that perfectly aligns these scans is given by [R, t] then the projection of any
point in scan P onto the reference frame of scan Q is given by:
q̂i = Rpi + t. (4.7)
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Figure 4.14 Illustration of the nearest neighbor search algorithm used to establish code-
word correspondence; each shape above represents a different codeword—green colorings
belong to scan Q and red to scan P. All the codewords in scan Q that are within a sphere of
radius r around q̂i are considered as potential correspondence. The codeword c
q
i that gives
the maximum similarity score with cpi is chosen as the correspondence.
For a correct rigid-body transformation the codeword cpi of point pi should be the same
as the codeword cqi of the corresponding point q̂i. Thus, for a given rigid-body transforma-
tion, the corresponding codewords cpi and c
q
i are the observations of the random variables X
and Y, respectively. We use nearest neighbor search to establish the codeword correspon-
dence (Fig. 4.14). A codeword cpi in scan P is first projected onto the reference frame of Q.
All the codewords in scan Q that are within a sphere of radius r around cpi are considered as
potential correspondence. The codeword cqj that gives the maximum similarity score with
cpi is chosen as the correspondence. In case we have multiple codeword assignment within
the sphere then the codeword that is closest in Euclidean space to cpi takes precedence. We
use this correspondence to create the joint histogram of codewords for the given transfor-
mation. The MLE of the marginal and joint probabilities of the random variables X and Y
can be obtained from the normalized marginal and joint histograms of these codewords.
It is important to note that the number of codewords extracted from a scan (n) are typi-
cally much less as compared to the dimensions of the joint histogram (K ×K). Moreover,
the number of different codewords present in any scan is generally only a fraction of the
size of codebook. This causes most of the entries of the joint and marginal histograms to
be equal to zero (Fig. 4.15), leading to high mean-squared-error (MSE) in the MLE due
to over-fitting. Therefore, we apply a James-Stein (JS) shrinkage approach to improve the
MSE of the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator. This method was proposed in [54] for
entropy and MI estimation and is based on shrinking the ML estimator of the distribution
of a random variable Z toward a target distribution T = [T1,T2, · · · ,TK ]:
ẐJSk = λTk + (1− λ)ẐMLk , (4.8)
where Ẑk = pZ(z = k) and λ ∈ [0, 1] is a shrinkage coefficient used to optimize the esti-
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Figure 4.15 Sparse joint histogram of codewords. In this example, the size of the joint
histogram is 256 × 256 = 65, 536 and the number of codewords used to populate this
histogram are less than 2000.
mation of MI. The target distribution here refers to the distribution of codewords observed
in an ideal case (i.e., when n � K × K). If all the features extracted from a scan were
equally likely then a uniform distribution becomes an obvious choice for the target distri-
bution. However, it is not true in this case, because the occurrence of any feature extracted
from the scans is dependent upon the environment. So, we learn the target distribution from
the training dataset along with the codebook. The target distribution is estimated from the
normalized histogram of codewords present in the training dataset. A sample target distri-
bution corresponding to a particular codebook is shown in Fig. 4.16.
Once we have a good estimate of the joint and marginal probability distributions we can
write the MI of the random variables (X , Y ) as a function of the rigid-body transformation
[R, t], thereby formulating a cost function:
Θ = argmax
Θ
MI(X, Y ;Θ), (4.9)
where Θ = [x, y, z, φ, θ, ψ]� is the six degree of freedom (DOF) parametrization of the
rigid-body transformation [R, t]. Here MI between X and Y is computed in terms of the
entropies of these random variables as described in Chapter II Section 2.3.
It should be noted that the JS estimate is a weighted average of two very different
estimators. The ML estimate (ẐMLk ) has low bias but since it is estimated from small
samples it has a large variance. Whereas the target distribution (Tk) is more biased and
is less variable. Therefore, the weight or the shrinkage coefficient (λ) is chosen in a data-
driven manner such that ẐJSk has small MSE with respect to both Ẑ
ML
k and Tk. The optimal
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Figure 4.16 Marginal target distribution estimated from the training dataset. The fea-
ture descriptors chosen here is a combination of FPFH and SURF extracted from the co-
registered lidar and camera data. The size of the codebook is 200. Here we intend to show
that the target distribution is not uniform, depicting that there are certain features which are
observed more frequently in the given environment (urban).

























The optimal shrinkage coefficient is obtained by calculating the first and second order mo-
ments of the target distribution (T) and the ML estimate (ẐML), which has a computational
complexity O(K2). In order to reduce this computation time we propose a shrinkage coef-
ficient λe that is directly calculated from the number of codewords obtained from nearest





where c is the number of corresponding codewords and σ is a parameter proportional to the
average number of codewords present in a scan. σ is empirically estimated based on the
features used (e.g., if we use SIFT features then typically there are 500–1500 usable SIFT
features per scan, so the value of σ is set to 1000). Thus, λe takes on a value between 0
(no correspondence / no shrinkage) and 1 (maximum correspondence / full shrinkage). In
Fig. 4.17 we show that the MI-based cost function has similar convexity and smoothness
when calculated from the JS estimate with shrinkage coefficient either λs or λe. Since the
computation time required to calculate λe (O(1)) is very small as compared to λs (O(K2)),
we will use the proposed shrinkage coefficient (λe) unless specified otherwise.
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Figure 4.17 Top view of the MI cost-function surface versus the translation parameters x
and y aligning the two scans. The correct value of translation is given by (0.02, 4.31). Light
to dark represents increasing values of the cost function. (a) MI is calculated from the ML
estimate of the probability distribution. (b) MI is caluculated from the JS estimate of the
probability distribution with standard shrinkage coefficient (λs) estimated by minimizing
the MSE is used here. (c) MI is calculated from the JS estimate of the probability distri-
bution with proposed shrinkage coefficient (λe). The proposed shrinkage coefficient shows
similar results as the standard one and requires smaller computation time.
(a) ML estimator (b) JS estimator with λs (c) JS estimator with λe
The small number of codewords present in a scan make the estimation of MI a chal-
lenging task. The shrinkage approach described above provides a robust estimate of MI.
Clearly, the proposed shrinkage optimized MI-based cost function shows a global max-
ima at the desired rigid-body transformation (Fig. 4.17(c)). We use the simplex method
proposed by Nelder and Mead [115] to estimate the optimum value of the registration pa-
rameter Θ that maximizes the cost function given in (4.9). The complete algorithm is
summarized in Algorithm 4.
4.4 Experiments and Results
We present results from real data collected from a 3D laser scanner (Velodyne HDL-
64E) and an omnidirectional camera system (Point Grey Ladybug3) mounted on the roof
of a Ford F-250 vehicle. We use the pose information available from a high-end IMU
(Applanix POS-LV 420 INS with Trimble GPS) as the ground-truth to compare the scan
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Algorithm 4 Automatic registration of scans by maximization of Mutual Information (MI)
1: Input: Co-registered camera and lidar scans P and Q. Initial guess of the rigid-body
transformation Θ0.
2: Output: Estimated registration parameter {Θ}.
3: Extract generalized feature vectors from scans P and Q.
4: Quantize the feature vectors using the pre-computed codebook.
5: while convergence of Nelder-Mead simplex optimization do
6: Calculate correspondence of codewords for the current transformation Θk.
7: Calculate the marginal and joint histogram of the corresponding codewords.
8: Calculate shrinkage coefficient λ (4.11).
9: Calculate James-Stein estimator of the marginal and joint distributions (4.8).
10: Calculate the MI: MI(X, Y ;Θk).
11: Update Θk → Θk+1.
12: end while
alignment errors. The details about the datasets used in our experiments are provided in
Appendix C. The dataset is divided into two distinct runs: (i) Downtown and (ii) Ford
Campus, both taken in Dearborn, Michigan. We use the Downtown dataset for testing
and the Ford Campus dataset for learning the codebook and the target distribution. We
performed the following experiments to analyze the robustness of the proposed algorithm.
4.4.1 Effect of using Data from both Modalities (Camera/Lidar)
In this experiment we demonstrate the effect of choice of features on the robustness
of the algorithm. We show that incorporating features from both modalities (camera/lidar)
into the registration process improves the performance. We tested our algorithm for the
following features:
1. Reflectivity and Grayscale (refc+gray): We used approximately 20,000 uniformly
sampled points from the textured scan. The reflectivity obtained from the lidar and
the corresponding grayscale intensity obtained from the camera are used as a two-
dimensional feature descriptor.
2. 3D only (FPFH): Keypoints were detected using the Harris (3D) keypoint detection
algorithm available in the point cloud library (PCL) [140]. The number of keypoints
extracted from a point cloud were between 500–1000.
3. Image only (SURF): We used OpenCV’s implementation of SURF to extract image
keypoints. We assigned the corresponding SURF descriptor to all 3D points that
projected within 1-pixel of these keypoints. Only a fraction of the 3D points were
assigned these SURF features (∼500–1000).
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Figure 4.18 Translational error in MI-based scan alignment algorithm. (a) The blue bars
depict the mean registration error starting from no initial guess. The error is calculated as
the percentage of the distance between the scans that are aligned (i.e., error = �t−t̂��t� ×
100, where t = true translation vector; t̂ = estimated translation vector; � · � = Euclidean
norm). The green bars represent the mean error for the same set of scans aligned using
GICP seeded with the output obtained from the proposed MI-based algorithm. The GICP
algorithm alone does not converge in the absence of a good initial guess (far right error
bar). (b) Here we have plotted the translation error (�t − t̂�) for each trial. The proposed
MI-based algorithm works well in all trials when we use high-dimensional features. In
the case of simple features (refc+gray), the algorithm often gets trapped in a local minima
similar to the GICP algorithm (see red circles and blue squares).
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(b) Translational error for each trial
4. 3D and Image combined (FPFH+SURF): For all the 3D points that are associated
to a SURF descriptor, we calculate the FPFH and append it to the existing SURF
descriptor.
In this experiment we randomly selected 200 scan-pairs from the Downtown dataset
spaced approximately 1–5 m apart. We aligned these scan-pairs using the proposed algo-
rithm without any initial guess (i.e., initial guess was fixed at [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]�). In Fig. 4.18
we have plotted the translation error in the output of the proposed algorithm for different
kinds of features used. We also compared the output of the proposed algorithm with the
GICP algorithm that uses the 3D point cloud alone. We found that for a poor initial guess,
the GICP algorithm fails to converge whereas the proposed algorithm gives better conver-
gence. As shown in Fig. 4.18(a) the average error is reduced when we use high-dimensional
features instead of simple surface reflectivity values. If we look at the error in each trial
(Fig. 4.18(b)), then we see that the algorithm converges (close to the optimum) in all trials
when high-dimensional features are used. However, for simple features (refc+gray), the
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Figure 4.19 Mean error in translation for MI-based scan alignment is plotted as a function
of distance between the scans for different vocabulary sizes of two different features: (a)

















































(b) Features used: FPFH+SURF
algorithm is often trapped in a local minima similar to the GICP algorithm (see red circle
and blue squares in Fig. 4.18(b)). The average error in the proposed algorithm can be fur-
ther reduced by passing its output as an initial guess to the GICP algorithm (the green bars
in Fig. 4.18(a)). Thus, the proposed method provides a principled way to incorporate any
kind of features into the registration process that helps in reducing the registration error.
4.4.2 Effect of vocabulary size
In this experiment we analyze the effect of vocabulary size (i.e., the quantization levels
of the codebook) on the proposed algorithm. Since we are not trying to do any recognition,
we do not need very fine quantization (i.e., large codebook size), and can use a coarse
codebook. Moreover, the computation time of our algorithm increases with the size of the
codebook. Therefore, we would like to keep the size of the codebook as small as possible.
With this experiment we try to identify the optimum size of the codebook for a particu-
lar choice of features. We learned the codebook of different sizes (100, 250, · · · , 1000) for
each particular feature set (e.g., refc+gray, FPFH+SURF). We randomly selected 150 scan-
pairs (1–3 m, 3–4 m and 4–6 m apart) from the Downtown dataset. We aligned these scan-
pairs using the proposed algorithm (no initial guess) with different codebooks to quantize
the features. In Fig. 4.19 we have plotted the mean translation error for the different code-
book sizes. As shown in Fig. 4.19 the average error increases with the distance between the
scans (although, for simple features (refc+gray), plotted on top panel of Fig. 4.19, the in-
crease in error is much more than high dimensional features). The effect of vocabulary size
as seen in Fig. 4.19 is dependent upon both features used to create the codebook as well as
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the distance between the scans under consideration. For example, we found that the opti-
mum value of codebook size for the combined 3D and image features (i.e., FPFH+SURF)
is 100 when the distance between the scans is less than 4m, but for larger distances be-
tween the scans a finer codebook (vocabulary size = 1000) gives better results. Since the
computation complexity of our algorithm is directly proportional to the codebook size, we
use smaller codebook sizes as the gain in accuracy is not very large.
4.4.3 Comparison with GICP and VB-GICP
In this experiment we show that the proposed MI-based cost function has a wider basin
of convergence as opposed to the state-of-the-art GICP algorithm [146]. Here, we selected
a series of 15 consecutive scans from the Downtown dataset. The average distance between
the consecutive scans is approximately 0.5 m–1.0 m. In this experiment we fixed the first
scan to be the reference scan and then tried to align the remaining scans (2–15) with the base
scan using (i) GICP, (ii) VB-GICP and (iii) MI-based method (with λe and λs). The aver-
age error in translational motion between the base scan and the remaining scans obtained
from these algorithms is plotted in Fig. 4.20, computed over 90 trials. We found the plot-
ted error trend to be typical across all of our experiments—in general the GICP algorithm
alone would fail after approximately 4 m of displacement when not fed an initial guess.
The reason for this becomes more clear by analyzing the cost function of the MI-based and
GICP algorithm. In Fig. 4.21 we have plotted the cost function of the MI-based algorithm
and the GICP algorithm for two scans that are 4.5 m apart. Clearly, the MI-based method
has a wider basin of attraction in both x and y direction. The GICP-based cost function
(plotted in Fig. 4.21(b)) has a narrow basin of attraction in the y direction but shows better
convergence along the x direction. This is mainly due to the nature of the GICP cost, which
allows sliding along planar surfaces. The ground plane and the planar structures on both
sides of the road (Fig. 4.21(d)) does not constrain the translation along the y direction but it
constrains the motion in x direction. Unlike GICP cost, the proposed method does not suf-
fers from planar structures and provides a wider basin of attraction in all directions, thereby
converging to the correct solution even if the initial guess is extremely poor. Whereas the
GICP cost function shows better convexity near the global maxima, it has a poor basin of
convergence. This means the GICP algorithm will converge faster if the initial guess is
close to the global maxima but will fail to converge otherwise. This is also the reason for
good performance of the VB-GICP algorithm, the RANSAC step calculates a good initial
guess (within the narrow convergence basin) for the GICP algorithm which converges to
the correct solution.
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Figure 4.20 Error comparison between GICP, VB-GICP and proposed MI-based method
with (FPFH+SURF) features. (a) Graph showing the error and standard deviation in trans-
lation as the distance between scans P and Q is increased. (b)–(c) Top view of the 3D scans
aligned with the output of GICP and proposed method for two scans that are approximately
6 m apart. Note that the GICP algorithm fails to align the two scans after approximately
4 m whereas the proposed method shows better convergence property and aligns scans that
are almost 10 m apart.





















































(a) Error comparison between GICP, VB-GICP and proposed MI-based method
(b) Registration result for GICP (c) Registration result for MI
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we discussed the problem of scan registration and ways to incorporate
visual information from camera imagery into the registration process. We utilized the tar-
getless sensor calibration technique described in the previous chapter to project 3D points
from lidar onto the corresponding image (and vice versa). This allowed us to associate high-
dimensional feature descriptors from the image (SIFT, SURF, etc.) to the corresponding
3D lidar point that projects onto that pixel location. The 3D points augmented with the
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Figure 4.21 In (a) we have plotted cost as a function of translation along y direction (i.e.,
the direction of motion of vehicle). In (b) and (c) we have plotted the cost function for
the same scans by varying both x and y parameters of the rigid-body transformation, while
keeping the remaining parameters to be fixed to the true value. The proposed MI-based
method (c) has a wider basin of attraction in both x and y direction, whereas the GICP-
based cost function (b) has a narrow basin of attraction in the y direction. The basin of
attraction in the x direction (b) is better in this case mainly due to the vertical buildings
present on both sides (d).



















(a) Cost function comparison 1D
(b) Generalized ICP (c) Proposed MI-based method
(d) Image corresponding to the scans for which the cost functions are evaluated above.
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high-dimensional feature vectors are then used to align the two scans.
Here, we presented two methods to estimate the rigid-body transformation that aligns
two scans. The first method used a two-step bootstrapping strategy based on image fea-
tures. In the first step, putative correspondences were established in the high-dimensional
feature space and then these correspondences were used within a RANSAC framework to
obtain an initial alignment of the two scans. In the second step, this coarse alignment was
refined using a generalized ICP [146] framework. Although this algorithm works well and
out-performs the state-of-the-art generalized ICP algorithm in situations where the initial
guess is not available, it uses the data from the two modalities in a very decoupled man-
ner. Moreover, it requires special assistance to establish putative correspondence in the
form of the camera correspondence matrix derived from the omni-directional camera ge-
ometry. The second method, on the other hand, does not make any assumptions on the
camera geometry and uses a novel MI-based framework for in-corporating complementary
information obtained from camera and lidar modalities into the registration process.
Experimental results from real data suggests that both methods have good convergence
properties and a wider capture basin than the generalized ICP algorithm. However, we be-
lieve that the MI-based method provides a more principled way of fusing lidar and camera
modality. In the MI-based method the fused data is directly incorporated into the cost func-
tion and since it relies on the statistics of the extracted features, we can further enhance this





In the previous chapter we described registration of sequentially captured (co-registered)
lidar and camera data. Registration of sequential scans provides an estimate of the motion
of the vehicle, which can be used to create highly accurate 3D maps of the environment.
These 3D maps are used by robots to automatically navigate through that environment
by registering current sensor data with previously perceived data in the prior map. Today,
robots are required to operate in an environment for days, months or even years. One impor-
tant task that any robot needs to perform in order to navigate through these environments is
to recognize places it has visited before. This place recognition capability has a wide range
of applications in autonomous navigation including global localization and loop-closure
detection for simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [5, 16, 21, 61]. The task of
place recognition in a dynamic environment becomes extremely challenging as a single
location appears different over time. The drastic changes in environmental appearance due
to changing seasons (summer, fall, winter, etc.), lighting conditions, and dynamical objects
make the task of place recognition very challenging (Fig. 5.1).
Most place recognition literature in the mobile robotics community has focused on ob-
taining correct loop-closures for SLAM. In these situations, the robot creates a map of an
a priori unknown environment while simultaneously localizing itself in this map. There-
fore, the robot has to recognize a place that has been recently visited or added to the map.
The time difference between the two instances is usually small and hence the change in ap-
pearance of the environment is not too large (apart from change in viewpoint). Vision-based
algorithms based on Bag-of-Words techniques [152, 120] have been successfully used for
robust place recognition in scenarios like this. Cummins and Newman [31] presented a
probabilistic framework, Fast Appearance-Based Mapping (FAB-MAP), that is robust to
perceptual aliasing for appearance-based place recognition over maps as big as 1000 km
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Figure 5.1 Sample imagery extracted from three different datasets captured in Decem-
ber 2009, October 2010 and February 2011; each row corresponds to the same place. The
datasets exhibit significant visual changes due to different weather conditions, lighting and
dynamical objects.
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long. Pronobis et al. [134] described a fully supervised method for place recognition that is
robust to different illumination conditions in indoor scenes. Sunderhauf and Protzel [159]
proposed a simple appearance-based place recognition system based on Binary Robust In-
dependent Elementary Feature (BRIEF) descriptors and showed that its performance is
comparable to FAB-MAP for large-scale SLAM problems.
Recently, the problem of long-term navigation in a changing environment has received
significant attention in the mobile robotics community. The ability to recognize places
across seasons, with significant appearance changes (e.g., Fig. 5.1) is very important for
long-term autonomy. Glover et al. [40] presented a combination of FAB-MAP [31] and the
biologically inspired RatSLAM [104] approach, and showed that it is robust to illumina-
tion and structural changes in outdoor environments. Milford and Wyeth [105] proposed
to match sequences of images instead of a single image and showed good precision in rec-
ognizing places across different seasons (e.g., summer-rain). Churchill and Newman [27]
introduced the concept of plastic maps (i.e., a composite representation constructed from
multiple overlapping experiences). As a robot repeatedly travels through the same environ-
ment under different conditions, it accumulates distinct visual experiences that represent
the scene variation. They showed good results on a road vehicle operating over a three
month period at different times of day, in different weather, and different lighting condi-
tions. Neubert et al. [117] proposed a novel idea of appearance change prediction. They
learn the change in the visual appearance of the environment over time and then use this
learned knowledge to predict the appearance of any place under different environmental
conditions.
The methods mentioned so far are purely vision-based and use camera as the primary
sensing modality. However, robots are often equipped with various perception sensors
besides camera like lidar, radar, etc. Although these sensors provide useful complementary
information to the camera data, they are mostly used independently for place recognition.
There have been some attempts to increase the robustness of place recognition in SLAM
systems by fusing the multi-modal data at the landmark level [23]. Paul and Newman
developed a more robust FAB-MAP 3D algorithm [129] for large-scale SLAM systems by
extending the appearance-only FAB-MAP algorithm to incorporate spatial information of
the visual features obtained from laser scanners.
Most of the aforementioned methods either use the image data alone or use the data
from the two modalities (camera/lidar) in a decoupled way, without exploiting the statistical
dependence of the multi-modal data. Here, we present a novel Mutual Information (MI)-
based algorithm for automatic place recognition using co-registered 3D lidar and camera
imagery obtained from the method described in Chapter III. Our method provides a robust
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framework for incorporating complementary information obtained from these modalities
into the recognition process.
The remainder of this chapter proceeds as follows: In Section 5.2 we describe the
proposed method of automatic place recognition. In Section 5.3 we present results showing
the robustness of the proposed method and present a comparison against a standard Bag-
of-Words approach. Finally, in Section 5.4 we summarize our findings.
5.2 Methodology
We used data from a 3D laser scanner and a camera system mounted on a mobile robotic
platform (see Appendix C) specifically designed for long-term autonomous navigation in a
dynamic environment. The robot travels through the environment at different times of the
day, in different seasons (summer, fall, winter) and captures time-synchronized lidar and
camera data. We assume that the intrinsic and extrinsic calibration parameters for these
sensors are either known or estimated beforehand. The extrinsic calibration parameters for
the lidar and camera are estimated using the MI-based method described in Chapter III.
The calibration of sensors allows us to project 3D points from lidar onto the corresponding
camera image (and vice versa). This co-registration allows us to associate features extracted
from the camera image (e.g., grayscale value, scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) [96],
speeded up robust features (SURF) [13], etc.) to the corresponding 3D lidar point that
projects onto that pixel location. The features extracted from the 3D point cloud (e.g.,
reflectivity, normals, etc.) and camera image are fused together (discussed later in section
5.2.1), and every scan is represented as a collection of these features. Thus, for any two
scans corresponding to the same physical location, the joint distribution of these features
should show maximum correlation. Here, we use MI as a measure of this correlation along
with a simple thresholding scheme to localize the scans within a prior map. An overview
of the proposed method is given in Fig. 5.2.
5.2.1 Sensor Data Fusion
In Chapter IV we used a very naive method of sensor data fusion by simply stacking all
the features (3D/2D) into a single high-dimensional feature vector. This method worked
well in the previous chapter because there we were only registering sequential scans and
the little variations in the aligned scans due to dynamic objects was easily handled by the
MI-based framework. However, here we want to register sensor data that was captured
several days or seasons apart containing significant variations due to change in weather,
lighting conditions, dynamic objects and structural changes (e.g., construction). Therefore,
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Figure 5.2 Overview of the proposed MI-based robust place recognition algorithm.
in this section we describe two novel techniques to fuse the features extracted from the
co-registered lidar/camera data. We extract both simple features (reflectivity, grayscale,
etc.) and high dimensional features (SIFT/SURF) from this data. It is important to note
that simple features, like the reflectivity of the 3D points obtained from the lidar, or the
intensity of the pixel obtained from the camera, are discrete signals generated by sampling
the same physical scene but in a different manner. Since the underlying structure generating
these signals is the same, they are statistically dependent upon each other and can be fused
together at the signal level; however the high-dimensional features (such as SIFT/SURF)
from imagery are generally independent from the reflectivity of the lidar point and are
therefore fused at the information level.
5.2.1.1 Sensor Data Fusion at the Signal Level
In this section we describe a novel method of fusing lidar/camera data at the signal level.
The reflectivity from lidar and grayscale intensity from the camera are measurements gen-
erated by the same underlying physical scene. These two modalities are therefore highly
correlated (i.e., a highly reflective point in lidar data will typically have a high grayscale
value for the corresponding pixel). In order to fuse such highly correlated features we di-
vide the 3D scan into voxels (Fig. 5.3) of fixed dimension and calculate the joint-statistics
of these simple features extracted from lidar/camera data in each voxel in the form of a
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Figure 5.3 The top panel shows the omnidirectional image of a location captured in fall
2009. The bottom panel shows the omnidirectional image of the same location in winter
2011. The significant change in the scene is clearly visible from the two images, for ex-
ample, snow on the ground (marked in red), dynamic objects (marked in orange), lighting
conditions, etc. Such drastic changes make registration of the 2009 and 2011 datasets a
challenging problem. However, there are also common objects (marked in green) that have
stationary statistics and can be used for registration of sensor data. The 3D space around
the sensor is divided into voxels of equal size. Here, we have illustrated the voxelization
process in the image via the 2D yellow grid (for visual clarity), however, actual voxels are
3-dimensional. The voxelization allows us to use stationary statistics within each voxel for
registration.
multi-dimensional histogram (Fig. 5.4). This multi-dimensional histogram represents the
marginal distribution of the fused features present in the scan, which is later used for esti-
mation of MI. Voxelization of the scene allows us to use stationary statistics within each
voxel for robust registration. When we consider the statistics of features across two scans
captured at two different times (e.g., fall 2009 and winter 2011), the local stationary statis-
tics per voxel show higher correlation as compared to the global correlation of the entire
scene.
5.2.1.2 Sensor Data Fusion at the Information Level
In the previous section we described a method of fusing sensor data that exhibit some
correlation (e.g., reflectivity from lidar and grayscale intensity from camera). However,
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Figure 5.4 Sensor data fusion at the signal level. The joint statistics of the quantized
features present in each voxel constitute the marginal distribution of the features present in
the scan.
there are also high-dimensional features (e.g., SIFT/SURF) extracted from the camera data
that do not necessarily show any correlation with the reflectivity from the lidar data. They
are statistically independent of each other and hence cannot be fused at the signal level;
however, they contain useful information necessary for place recognition. Therefore, we
propose to fuse these features at the information level by simply computing the total MI





MI(FPi ,FQi ), (5.1)
where TMI(P,Q) is the total MI between the scans P and Q, and FPi and FQi are various
features (fused or independent) extracted from the scan data.
5.2.2 Mapping and Place Recognition
We first create a map of the environment from the sensor data. The map consists of
equally-spaced scans with known location in a global reference frame. Each scan in the
map is a collection of quantized features extracted from the sensor data. Simple features
like the reflectivity from lidar and the grayscale intensity values from camera data are
integer values, and therefore easy to quantize between a given range (generally [0 − 255]
for 8-bit sensors). However, for high-dimensional features (SIFT, SURF, etc.) we first
create a dictionary of codewords representing the quantization of these features extracted
from the scans. We extract N such features (training samples) from a set of scans called the
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Figure 5.5 The codebook is learned from the training dataset, and all experiments are
performed on the testing dataset. It should be noted that the training and testing datasets
are captured in similar outdoor urban environments, though not the same. It is important
for the codebook to be representative, but the testing and training environments need not
be identical.
(a) Sample images from the training dataset (Ford Campus)
(b) Sample images from the testing dataset (Downtown)
training dataset (Fig. 5.5). We use a hierarchical k-means clustering [120] algorithm on the
training samples to cluster the feature space into K clusters. The centroids of these clusters
are defined as codewords {ci; i = 1, 2, · · · , K} and the collection of these codewords is
called the codebook. We use this codebook to map any feature vector to a unique integer
i corresponding to the codeword ci that gives a maximum similarity score with the feature
vector.
We consider the collection of these codewords present in a scan (extracted from the
map) as the random variableX . In a given map we haveN such scans representing a unique
place in the map. The goal of place recognition is to identify the correct location of the robot
when it revisits a place in an a priori map. Here, we assume that the map is created once
and the robot revisits some place in the map after a significant amount of elapsed time. We
consider the collection of codewords extracted from this scan (which we will refer to as the
query scan) as the random variable Y . The marginal and joint probabilities of these random
variables, pX(x), pY (y) and pXY (x, y), can be obtained from the normalized marginal and
joint histograms of the codewords present in the scans. Let Q be the query scan and P be
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one of the scans in the map. Let CP = {cpi ; i = 1, · · · , n} and CQ = {cqi ; i = 1, · · · ,m}
be the set of codewords, and {pi; i = 1, · · · , n} and {qi; i = 1, · · · ,m} be the set of 3D
points corresponding to the codewords present in scans P and Q, respectively. If the rigid-
body transformation that perfectly aligns these scans is given by [R, t], then the coordinate
transformation of any point in scan P onto the reference frame of scan Q is given by:
q̂i = Rpi + t. (5.2)
For a correct rigid-body transformation, the codeword cpi of point pi should be the same as
the codeword cqi of the corresponding point q̂i. Thus, for a given rigid-body transformation,
the corresponding codewords cpi and c
q
i are the observations of the random variables X and
Y, respectively.
We use nearest neighbor search method, as described in Section 4.3.1 of Chapter IV,
to establish the codeword correspondence. A codeword cpi in scan P is first transformed to
the reference frame of Q. All the codewords in scan Q that are within a sphere of radius
r around cpi are considered as potential correspondences. The codeword c
q
i that gives the
maximum similarity score with cpi is chosen as the correspondence. In the case where we
have multiple codeword assignment within the sphere, then the codeword that is closest in
Euclidean space to cpi takes precedence.
We use the method described above when the 3D location of the codewords is known.
However, for certain image features (e.g., SIFT, SURF), their 3D location are often not
known due to the sparseness of data obtained from the lidar or due to limited overlap
between the field of view of the two sensors. In that case we use the epipolar constraint
[53] to establish the correspondence between image features. If CP = {cpi ; i = 1, · · · , n}
and CQ = {cqi ; i = 1, · · · ,m} are the set of codewords present in images IP and IQ
corresponding to scans P and Q, and [R, t] are the rotational and translation parameters
between the two cameras, then the two corresponding codewords are related by the epipolar
constraint:
p̃Ti Fq̃i = 0; (5.3)





spectively. F is the fundamental matrix that maps the codeword in image IP to the corre-
sponding epipolar line in the image IQ (Fig. 5.6). Therefore, all the points within certain
distance of the epipolar line are considered potential correspondence and the codeword cqi
that gives the maximum similarity score with cpi is taken to be the true correspondence.
We use this correspondence to create the joint histogram of codewords for the given
transformation [R, t]. The maximum likelihood estimate of the marginal and joint prob-
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Figure 5.6 The left panel shows a sample codeword (on the lamp-post) extracted from the
query image. The right panel shows the epipolar line (green) for the same codeword in the
corresponding image from the map. The potential correspondences are marked in blue and
the correct correspondence computed based on codeword similarity is marked in red.
(a) (b)
abilities of the random variables X and Y can be obtained from the normalized marginal
and joint histograms of these codewords. It is important to note that the number of dif-
ferent codewords present in any scan is generally (especially for high-dimensional fea-
tures) only a fraction of the size of the codebook. For instance, if we quantize the speeded
up robust features features with a vocabulary of size K = 1, 000, the size of the joint
histogram of these codewords will be [1, 000 × 1, 000]. However, the total number of
codewords (n) extracted from a single scan is typically much less than the dimensions of
the joint histogram. This causes most of the entries of the joint and marginal histograms
to be unobserved, leading to high mean-squared-error (MSE) in the maximum likelihood
estimate (MLE) due to over-fitting. In Chapter IV this problem was addressed by using
the James-Stein entropy estimator. The target distribution was learned from the training
data and the MLE of the distribution was shrinked toward this target to compensate for
the bias in the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of entropy. With the naive sensor data
fusion technique used previously, it was easy to learn the target distribution from a train-
ing dataset. However, with the sensor data fusion technique used in this chapter, where
we create a multi-dimensional spatial histogram of features, learning a target distribution
over the entire 3D space is not possible. Since the maximum range of the Velodyne laser
scanner is 100 m and the vertical field of view (FOV) of the sensor is 20◦, the dimensions
of the viewing cube around the sensor becomes [200 m× 200 m× 50 m]. If we use voxels
of size 1 m and consider the lidar reflectivity and grayscale intensity values quantized be-
tween [0, 255], the size of the histogram that needs to be created becomes extremely large
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(200× 200× 50× 256× 256 = 131, 072, 000, 000 bins). It is not practical to learn a target
distribution for a histogram of such large dimensions from the training data, therefore, we
use the Chao-Shen estimator for regularized entropy estimation [24]. This technique has
been succesfully used in estimating entropy of gene data in an under-sampled regime with
missing species in the observed data. In this approach the entropy of the random variable
(with few observations, n � K × K) is estimated by applying the Horvitz-Thompson
estimator [65] in combination with the Good-Turing correction [125] of the MLE. The





where m1 is the number of bins with single observation (i.e., xk = 1 and XMLk is the ML









Once we have a good estimate of the joint and marginal entropies, we can write the total
MI of the features present in the two scans as a function of the rigid-body transformation




MI(FPi ,FQi ;Θ), (5.6)
where Θ = [x, y, z, φ, θ, ψ]� is the six degree of freedom (DOF) parametrization of the
rigid-body transformation [R, t]. This rigid-body transformation is unknown in the absence
of any inertial measurement unit (IMU) or global positioning system (GPS) device. Here
we assume that the robot motion is mostly planar, so for every query scan the corresponding
scan in the map should be acquired from the same location within a few meters in the x-y
plane. Therefore, we perform a linear search over all the scans present in the map dataset
with Θ = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]� as the transformation parameter. Since we assume planar motion
of the vehicle, we also search over certain discrete values of the heading angle (ψ) of the
transformation parameters. During this linear search if the TMI is greater than a certain





MI(FPj ,FQj ;Θ), (5.7)
thereby obtaining the exact location of the query scan in the map.
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Algorithm 5 Mutual Information based Place Recognition
1: Input: Co-registered camera and lidar scans, [P]Ni , constituting the map and query scan, Q.
2: Output: Scan index from the map that is closest to query scan {INDEX} and its estimated
registration parameter, {Θ̂}.
3: Extract generalized feature vectors from query scan, {FQ}.
4: Quantize and fuse features.
5: Let MAX = THRESHOLD, INDEX = 0;
6: while i = 1 to N do
7: Get the quantized feature vectors from map {FP } ← Pi.
8: for ψ = 0 : 60◦ : 360◦ do
9: Θ ← [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, ψ]�;






11: if TMI ≥ MAX then















We use the simplex method proposed by Nelder and Mead [115] to estimate the op-
timum value of the registration parameter, Θ, that maximizes the cost function given in
(5.7). This process is repeated for all the scans in the map and the scan that gives the max-
imum value of total mutual information with respect to the query scan corresponds to the
desired location. The computational complexity of the proposed algorithm depends upon
the size of the map that is being searched. Since we do not assume any prior knowledge
of the location of the query scan from odometry or any other source, the linear search gets
computationally very expensive. The main emphasis of this work though is to show the
robustness of a framework that allows to use multi-modal data for recognizing places un-
der significant changes in the appearance of the environment due to changes in weather,
lighting, dynamical objects, etc. The complete place recognition method is summarized in
Algorithm 5.
5.3 Experiments and Results
We present results from real data collected from a 3D laser scanner (Velodyne HDL-
64E) and an omnidirectional camera system (Point Grey Ladybug3) mounted on the roof
of a Ford F-250 vehicle (Fig. 5.7). We use the pose information available from a high-end
IMU (Applanix POS-LV 420 INS with Trimble GPS) as the ground-truth to compare the
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Figure 5.7 The top panel shows the test vehicle (left) mounted with a 3D laser scanner and
an omnidirectional camera system (right) as described in Appendix C. The bottom panel
shows the 3D map of a section of downtown Dearborn created from the data collected in
December 2009. Each node in the map is comprised of a textured 3D point cloud repre-
senting a distinct place in the map.
(a) Test vehicle mounted with 3D laser scanner and omnidirectional camera system
(b) 3D map of a section of downtown Dearborn.
place recognition errors. The dataset used in our experiments are divided into two distinct
runs: (i) Downtown and (ii) Ford Campus, both taken in Dearborn, Michigan (details in
Appendix C). We have several different sets of data recorded at different times of the year
from these locations. In our experiments we have used the Downtown dataset for testing
and the Ford Campus dataset for learning the codebook. We have used five different runs
of the Downtown dataset recorded in December 2009, September 2010, October 2010,
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February 2011 and March 2011 for testing. Each of these runs exhibit significant changes
due to weather (e.g., snow on the ground in 2011, no leaves on the trees in December 2009),
construction (road blocked, trailers parked) and lighting, thereby making place recognition
a challenging task. In our experiments we have used the December 2009 dataset as the
prior map (Fig. 5.7(b)) and used scans from the other four datasets as query scans for place
recognition. We performed the following experiments to analyze the robustness of the
proposed algorithm over a wide variety of input features.
5.3.1 Effect of Using Data from Both Camera and Lidar
In this experiment we demonstrate the effect of feature choice on the robustness of the
algorithm. We show that incorporating features from both modalities (camera/lidar) into
the registration process improves performance as opposed to individual modalities. We
tested our algorithm for the following features:
1. Reflectivity and Normal: The reflectivity of the point obtained from lidar and the
surface normal at the point are used as features. They are assumed to be independent
and fused together at the information level as described in §5.2.1.2.
2. Reflectivity, Grayscale and Normal: The reflectivity and corresponding grayscale
value of a 3D point show high correlation and are fused at the signal level as described
in §5.2.1.1. The combined reflectivity and grayscale feature is then fused with the
extracted surface normals at the information level (§5.2.1.2).
3. SURF: We use OpenCV’s [20] implementation of the SURF feature detector and de-
scriptor. It should be noted that we utilize the 3D location of these SURF features
to establish correspondences as described in §5.2.2. Therefore, it should not be con-
fused with pure vision-based technique since we are accounting for the 3D location
of these features coming from the lidar data.
4. Reflectivity, Normal and SURF: Here we combine the SURF features with the 3D
features (reflectivity and normal). Since SURF features are completely independent
of the reflectivity or normal of the 3D point, these features are fused at the informa-
tion level.
Here we created a prior map from the Downtown dataset recorded in December 2009,
scans from the data recorded in 2010 and 2011 are treated as query scans. The December
2009 data corresponds to a typical winter day with no snow on the ground anywhere and
trees without any leaves. We used the scans from the data recorded in 2010 and 2011 as
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Figure 5.8 Precision-Recall curves and sample images from the query (2010) and map
(2009) datasets.













Reflectivity + Grayscale + Normal
SURF
Reflectivity + Normal + SURF
(a) Precision-Recall curve (Sep. 2010)















Reflectivity + Grayscale + Normal
SURF
Reflectivity + Normal + SURF
(b) Precision-Recall curve (Oct. 2010)
(c) Sample image from query dataset (Sep. 2010)
(d) Corresponding correct image retrieved from map dataset (Dec. 2009)
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Figure 5.9 Precision-Recall curves and sample images from the query (2011) and map
(2009) datasets.















Reflectivity + Grayscale + Normal
SURF
Reflectivity + Normal + SURF
(a) Precision-Recall curve (Feb. 2011)















Reflectivity + Grayscale + Normal
SURF
Reflectivity + Normal + SURF
(b) Precision-Recall curve (Mar. 2011)
(c) Sample image from query dataset (Feb. 2011)
(d) Corresponding correct image retrieved from map dataset (Dec. 2009)
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Figure 5.10 Comparison with Bag-of-Words method [120].












Proposed Method (September 2010)
Proposed Method (October 2010)
Bag of Words Method (September 2010)
Bag of Words Method (October 2010)
(a) 2010 dataset.












Proposed Method (February 2011)
Proposed Method (March 2011)
Bag of Words Method (February 2011)
Bag of Words Method (March 2011)
(b) 2011 dataset.
query scans. The query scan is aligned with each scan in the map and the one that gives the
highest value of total MI is considered as the best match. In Fig. 5.8(a) and (b), we have
plotted the precision-recall curves for the data collected in September and October 2010,
respectively. The query dataset here is quite different from the winter map dataset not only
due to change in dynamical objects (e.g., cars parked on the roads/parking lot), but due
to change in weather also. The trees in this dataset are filled with leaves unlike the prior
map dataset. Similarly, in Fig. 5.9(a) and (b) we have plotted the precision-recall curves for
data collected in February and March 2011, respectively. These datasets collected in winter
have snow on the ground and hence exhibit significant change in the appearance of the same
location as compared to the map dataset. In both cases we observed that the precision of the
proposed algorithm increases as we increase the complexity of features (i.e., using high-
dimensional SURF features improves the performance of the algorithm). We also observed
an increase in performance when we incorporated data from both modalities. As shown in
Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9 lidar data alone (reflectivity and normal) gives a poor precision and
recall values, however, if we use the grayscale values in conjunction with lidar reflectivity
and normals, we see an improvement in performance. The performance of the algorithm is
further improved by using high-dimensional SURF features (instead of grayscale values)
that are generally robust to view-point and lighting changes.
5.3.2 Comparison with Bag of Words method
Here we compare the output of the proposed algorithm with the standard bag-of-words
algorithm proposed in [120]. We used the same training dataset for learning the vocabulary
for both methods. We observe that the proposed algorithm outperforms the bag-of-words
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algorithm, which is not surprising since our algorithm takes full advantage of the additional
lidar modality. In Fig. 5.10(a) and Fig. 5.10(b) we have plotted the precision-recall curve
for 2010 and 2011 datasets, respectively, for both of the methods. The performance of
the proposed algorithm (the best output that uses reflectivity, normals and SURF together)
is significantly higher as compared to the bag-of-words method. This is mainly because
the bag-of-words algorithm only uses the images and does not exploit the 3D information
available from the lidar data.
5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we presented a MI-based place recognition algorithm that allows for the
principled fusion of camera and lidar modality information within a single framework. We
presented two levels of sensor data fusion (i) sensor level and (ii) information level. Both of
these data fusion techniques take into account the statistical dependence of the features and
allows for complete utilization of the information content of the features for robust place
recognition. The proposed algorithm showed good results for real data collected from an
autonomous vehicle platform, over a period of 3 years at different times of day, under differ-
ent weather conditions, and with significant lighting and structural changes. The proposed
method outperformed the standard image-based technique (bag-of-words) used for place
recognition. We showed that using data from multiple modalities can greatly enhance the
ability of robot to recognize places within a prior map. The amount of information obtained
from one sensor alone is not sufficient for complex tasks like place recognition, especially
when the data in the map is significantly different from what the robot perceives in real-
time. In situations where the robot operates in changing environments we either need more
information, which can be obtained from multi-modal sensors mounted on the robot, or the
prior map needs to be updated frequently enough so that the sensor data can be registered
with data in the map. It is generally not practical to update maps of large environments
so frequently. Therefore, the ability of the proposed algorithm to fuse multi-modal data to
recognize places across seasons, with significant appearance changes makes it very suitable




In this thesis we demonstrated the significance of multi-modal sensors in algorithms
required for autonomous navigation of vehicles. We believe that having multiple sen-
sors is necessary for robust autonomous navigation. One type of sensor (e.g., camera,
lidar or radar) alone can not provide robust solutions to the problems related to autonomy.
Therefore, we need multi-modality sensors that are complimentary in nature. Most of
the autonomous vehicle platforms are generally equipped with different modality sensors.
However, despite the fact that these sensors provide complimentary information about the
surroundings, they are typically used independently. In this thesis we exploit the statistical
dependence between the data obtained from different modalities in an information theoretic
framework to enhance the robustness of algorithms, including sensor-to-sensor calibration,
scan registration and place recognition within a prior map.
6.1 Summary of Contributions
This thesis presents information theoretic solutions to some of the common problems,
such as sensor calibration, scan registration and place recognition, encountered in au-
tonomous navigation of vehicles. The work done in this thesis presents a different per-
spective for multi-modal sensors. We see the sensors as the source of information and
utilize the statistical dependence of this information (obtained from different modalities) to
solve the following three important problems in autonomy:
6.1.1 Calibration of Sensors to Generate Fused Sensor Data
One of the most important contributions of this thesis is in developing an algorithm
for automatic extrinsic calibration of lidar and camera that allows projection of 3D points
onto the corresponding camera image. This projection of 3D points onto the image plane
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forms the basis of data fusion obtained from these modalities. We presented two different
techniques for sensor calibration, one that requires a special target and the other that uses
the statistical dependence of the sensor data in an information theoretic framework. The
information theoretic algorithm automatically estimates the rigid-body transformation be-
tween a camera and 3D laser scanner by maximizing the Mutual Information (MI) between
the reflectivity obtained from lidar and grayscale intensity values obtained from a camera
image. The most important thing to take away about this algorithm is that it is completely
data driven and does not require any artificial targets to be placed in the field-of-view of the
sensors.
Generally, sensor calibration in a robotic application is performed once, and the same
calibration is assumed to be true for rest of the life of that particular sensor suite. However,
for robotics applications where the robot needs to go out into rough terrain, assuming that
the sensor calibration is not altered during a task is often not true. Although we should
calibrate the sensors before every task, it is typically not practical to do so if it requires to
set up a calibration environment every time. The information theoretic algorithm for sensor
calibration presented in this thesis is free from any such constraints, and therefore can be
easily used to fine tune the calibration of the sensors in situ, which makes it applicable to
in-field calibration scenarios.
6.1.2 Registration of Sequential Scans Comprised of Fused Sensor Data
Fusion of sensor data allows association of intensity information obtained from camera
image with the 3D points obtained from the lidar data. The second contribution of this
thesis is in utilizing this fused sensor data for registration of two sequential scans. We
presented two methods that align two sequential scans comprised of co-registered camera
and lidar data. The first method uses a two-step boot-strapping strategy that utilizes the
image features to obtain an initial alignment and then refines this coarse alignment using
a pure 3D point based GICP algorithm. Although this method proved to have better con-
vergence as compared to naive generalized ICP (GICP) algorithm, it uses the data from
the two modalities in a decoupled way and is also dependent upon the camera geometry to
produce good results. The second method, on the other hand, presented a MI-based scan
registration algorithm that allows for the principled fusion of camera and lidar modality
information within a single optimization framework. The wide spread input flexibility of
this algorithm was demonstrated through the use of several different feature sets ranging
from very simple (reflectivity + grayscale) to advanced (FPFH+SURF). This algorithm
demonstrated good convergence performance and a wider capture basin than state-of-the-
art GICP, when implemented with high-dimensional features.
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6.1.3 Place Recognition within a 3D Map Comprised of Fused Sensor Data
Registration of sequential scans provides an estimate of the relative motion of the robot
that can be used to create rich 3D maps (comprised of fused lidar and camera data) of the
environment. The third and final contribution of this thesis is in developing an information
theoretic framework for recognizing places within such prior 3D maps. The place recog-
nition algorithm presented here is robust to drastic changes in environmental appearance.
The map data was collected once and the vehicle was localized within a previously gener-
ated map despite significant changes in the environmental appearance. We have also shown
that using data from different modality sensors increase the robustness of recognizing pre-
visited places within an a priori map.
6.2 Future Works
The work presented in this thesis is intended to encourage researchers to use multi-
modal sensors and explore the possibilities of utilizing information theoretic concepts to
increase the robustness of various robotics algorithms. In this section we discuss some of
the immediate logical extensions of the research work presented here.
6.2.1 Extension of MI-based Calibration of Sensors to other Modalities
The MI-based framework for calibration of multi-modal sensors presented in this thesis
assumes that the range sensor also provides reflectivity of the surface apart from the range
information. However, oftentimes we need to use other sensing modalities (e.g., sonars
or laser without reflectivity) due to system constraints or for certain specific requirements.
We have not tested the proposed MI-based framework with any sensors that do not provide
a direct correlation as observed between reflectivity and grayscale values. However, we
believe that one can extract similar features from the two modalities, which can be used in
the MI framework. For instance, if the lidar just gives the range returns (i.e., no reflectivity),
then we can first generate a depth map from the point cloud. The depth map and the
corresponding image should both have edge and corner features at the discontinuities in
the environment (Fig. 6.1). The MI between these features should exhibit a maxima at the
sought after rigid-body transformation. There might be even better ways to extract highly
correlative features for such sensors and it will be worthwhile to explore the use of these
features in the MI-based calibration framework.
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Figure 6.1 Here we illustrate an example extension of the MI-based calibration framework
to a monocular camera with a Kinect camera, which does not provide any reflectivity in-
formation. The color image and the corresponding depthmap from the Kinect camera are
shown below (center panel). The edges extracted from the color image and the correspond-
ing depthmap (bottom panel) clearly show correlation.
Monocular Camera Kinect Camera
Color image Depth map
Edges from color image Edges from depth map
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6.2.2 Improvement in Optimization Techniques
All the algorithms developed in this thesis are formulated as an optimization problem
that maximizes a cost function to estimate some unknown variables. Therefore, the op-
timization techniques used to solve the unknown variables directly affects the robustness
and computational complexity of the algorithms. We mainly used a simple gradient descent
technique to solve the optimization problem in most parts of this thesis. It works well in
most of the cases, however, it is sensitive to initialization errors and has the tendency to
get trapped in a local optima. Moreover, since the cost function in most of our cases is a
non-parametric function of the unknown variables the gradient is computed numerically,
thereby making it computationally expensive for real-time applications. Hence, it is worth-
while to explore other optimization techniques that can potentially increase the robustness
and efficiency of the overall algorithm.
6.2.3 Exploiting Causality of Temporal Data
The place recognition algorithm presented in Chapter V matches the query scan, com-
prised of co-registered lidar and camera data, with scans in the map. A similarity score
based on the MI of the features extracted from the fused lidar and camera data correspond-
ing to the query scan and the scans in the map is calculated. Maximization of this MI score
is used to locate the query scan within the map. Here we consider that each scan constitutes
a unique location, and the MI between the features extracted from the query scan and every
scan within the map is computed independently. Each scan is considered to be independent
despite the fact that the lidar and camera data that we obtain from the sensors is actually
comprised of a stream of temporal data with a causal structure. The work presented in this
thesis does not utilize the causality of the data streams and mainly treats them as indepen-
dent snapshots of the environment. However, one can utilize this temporal information to
increase the robustness of the place recognition algorithm. Therefore, incorporating the
causality of the temporal sequence into the place recognition framework constitutes an-
other direction of future research. The MI between two random variables quantifies the
statistical dependence of the random variables, however it does not account for the causal-
ity of the system of those random variables. The MI-based framework can be extended to
incorporate the causality of the data by using directed information (DI) [100] as a measure
of statistical dependence for the sequence of fused lidar and camera data streams.
The DI from the sequence X [N ] = {iX}Ni=1 of random variables to the sequence Y [N ] =
{iY }Ni=1 is a natural extension of the MI between the random variables exhibiting some
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causal structure. A representation of DI in terms of conditional entropies is given as [78]:
DI(X [N ] → Y [N ]) = H(Y [N ])− H(X [N ]||Y [N ]) (6.1)
where H(X [N ]||Y [N ]) is the causally conditional entropy
H(X [N ]||Y [N ]) =
N�
i=1
H(Yi|Yi−1, X i). (6.2)
The entropy H(X) of a random variable X denotes the amount of uncertainty in X . Hence
(6.1) shows that DI(X [N ] → Y [N ]) is the cumulative reduction in the uncertainty of se-
quence Y [N ] when it is supplemented by the information about the causal sequence X [N ].
Therefore, if we represent a location in the map by a sequence of scans (instead of a single
scan) then we can use the DI between the query sequence and the sequences in the map for
place recognition in a similar framework as presented in Chapter V, which should boost





Relationship between Mutual Information (MI) and
Entropy
In this appendix we derive the relationship between MI and joint and marginal entropies
of two random variables X and Y . The MI between two random variables X and Y is
defined as the KL-divergence of the joint distribution p(X, Y ) with the product of marginals
p(X)p(Y ):
































































p(yj)H(X|Y = yj) (A.8)
= H(X)−H(X|Y ). (A.9)
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Now, we can write the conditional entropy of X given Y as:
H(X|Y ) = −
�
j



























p(xi, yj) log p(yj) (A.13)








= H(X, Y )−H(Y ). (A.15)
Therefore, the mutual information between two random variables is the amount of re-
duction in the uncertainty of X when we have some knowledge about Y :
MI(X, Y ) = H(X) +H(Y )−H(X, Y ). (A.16)
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APPENDIX B
Covariance of Estimated Calibration Parameters
In this appendix, we derive the covariance of the estimated calibration parameters for
the checkerboard pattern method as described in Chapter III. The covariance of the mea-
surements can be propagated through any nonlinear optimization function with finite first
and second order partial derivatives as described in [52]. Let us consider the nonlinear opti-









· ( h�R�Pj + hth�)− �hNi�
�2
. (B.1)
Here, hth� = [tx, ty, tz]� is a Euclidean 3-vector from h to � as expressed in frame h, and h�R
is a [3× 3] orthonormal rotation matrix parametrized by the Euler angles [θx, θy, θz] (which
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X = [hN1, {�P}1,h N2, {�P}2 . . .h Ni, {�P}i, . . .]� is the vector of measurements com-
posed of the normals of the observed planes (hNi) and the laser points ({�P}i = {�p1,� p2, · · · }i)
lying on these planes, and ∂
2F
∂X∂Θ





































































































































































where K = 3×(m+n), and m is the number of plane normals and n is the total number of






into (B.2), we obtain the [6×6]
covariance matrix of the estimated parameters. The diagonal elements of this covariance




Ford Campus Vision and Lidar Dataset
The University of Michigan and Ford Motor Company have been collaborating on au-
tonomous ground vehicle research since the 2007 DARPA Urban Grand Challenge, and
through this continued collaboration have developed an autonomous ground vehicle testbed
based upon a modified Ford F-250 pickup truck (Fig. C.1). This vehicle was one of the
finalists in the 2007 DARPA Urban Grand Challenge and demonstrated the ability to nav-
igate in a mock urban environment, which included moving targets, intermittently blocked
pathways, and regions of denied global positioning system (GPS) reception [101]. This
allowed us to collect large scale visual and inertial data of some real-world urban environ-
ments, which might be useful in generating rich, textured, 3D maps of the environment for
navigation purposes.
Here we present two datasets collected by this vehicle while driving in and around
the Ford research campus and downtown Dearborn in Michigan. The data includes var-
ious small and large loop closure events, ranging from feature-rich downtown areas to
feature-poor empty parking lots. The most significant aspect of the data is the precise
co-registration of 3D laser data with omnidirectional camera imagery, thereby adding vi-
sual information to the structure of the environment as obtained from the laser data. The
fused vision data along with odometry information constitutes an appropriate framework
for benchmarking various state-of-the-art computer vision and robotics algorithms. We
hope that this dataset will be useful to the robotics and vision community and will pro-
vide new research opportunities by using the image and laser data together, along with the
odometry information.
We have published a paper titled “Ford campus vision and lidar dataset“ describing
this dataset. The paper is published in the International Journal of Robotics Research and
the dataset is being used by robotics researchers all over the world. The remainder of this
appendix describes this dataset in detail.
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Figure C.1 The Ford F-250 pickup truck with perception and inertial sensors strategically
mounted on the vehicle for autonomous navigation research.
C.1 Sensors
We used a modified Ford F-250 pickup truck as our base platform. Although, the large
size of the vehicle might appear like a hindrance in the urban driving environment, it has
proved useful because it allows strategic placement of different sensors. Moreover, the
large space at the back of the truck was sufficient to install four 2U quad-core processors
along with a ducted cooling mechanism. The vehicle was integrated with the following
perception and navigation sensors:
Perception Sensors
• Velodyne HDL-64E lidar [165] has two blocks of lasers each consisting of 32 laser diodes
aligned vertically, resulting in an effective 26.8◦ vertical field of view (FOV). The entire
unit can spin about its vertical axis at speeds up to 900 rpm (15 Hz) to provide a full
360 degree azimuthal field of view. The maximum range of the sensor is 120 m and it
captures about 1 million range points per second. We captured our dataset with the laser
spinning at 10 Hz.
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• Point Grey Ladybug3 omnidirectional camera [82] is a high resolution omnidirectional
camera system. It has six 2-Megapixel (1600×1200) cameras with five positioned in a
horizontal ring and one positioned vertically. This enables the system to collect video
from more than 80% of the full viewing sphere. The camera can capture images at mul-
tiple resolutions and multiple frame rates, it also supports hardware JPEG compression
on the head. We collected our dataset at half resolution (i.e., 1600×600) and 8 fps in raw
format (uncompressed).
• Riegl LMS-Q120 lidar [136] has an 80◦ FOV with very fine (0.2◦ per step) resolution.
Two of these sensors are installed at the front of the vehicle and the range returns and the
intensity data corresponding to each range point are recorded as the laser sweeps across
the FOV.
Navigation Sensors
• Applanix POS-LV 420 INS with Trimble GPS [7] is a professional-grade, compact, fully
integrated, turnkey position and orientation system combining a differential GPS, an
inertial measurement unit (IMU) rated with 1◦ of drift per hour, and a 1024-count wheel
encoder to measure the relative position, orientation, velocity, angular rate and accel-
eration estimates of the vehicle. In our dataset we provide the 6-DOF pose estimates
obtained by integrating the acceleration and velocity estimates provided by this system
at a rate of 100 Hz.
• Xsens MTi-G [171] is a consumer-grade, miniature size and low weight 6-DOF micro-
electro-mechanical system (MEMS) IMU. The MTi-G contains accelerometers, gyro-
scopes, magnetometers, an integrated GPS receiver, static pressure sensor and a temper-
ature sensor. Its internal low-power signal processor provides real-time and drift-free 3D
orientation as well as calibrated 3D acceleration, 3D rate of turn, and 3D velocity of the
vehicle at 100 Hz. It also has an integrated GPS receiver that measures the GPS coordi-
nates of the vehicle. The 6-DOF pose of the vehicle at any instance can be obtained by
integrating the 3D velocity and 3D rate of turn.
C.2 Data Capture
In order to minimize the latency in data capture, all of the sensor load is evenly dis-
tributed across the four quad-core processors installed at the back of the truck. Time
synchronization across the computer cluster is achieved by using a simple network time
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protocol (NTP) [107] like method whereby one computer is designated as a “master”
and every other computer continually estimates and slews its clock relative to the mas-
ter’s clock. This is done by periodically exchanging a small packet with the master and
measuring the time it takes to complete the round trip. We estimate the clock skew to
be upper bounded by 100 µs based upon observed round-trip packet times. When sensor
data is received by any of these synchronized host computers, it is timestamped along with
the timestamp associated with the native hardware clock of the sensor device. These two
timestamps are then merged according to the algorithm documented in [122] to determine
a more accurate timestamp estimate. This sensor data is then packaged into a lightweight
communication and marshalling (LCM) [66] packet and is transmitted over the network
using multicast user datagram protocol (UDP). This transmitted data is captured by a log-
ging process, which listens for such packets from all the sensor drivers, and stores them on
the disk in a single log file. The data recorded in this log file is timestamped again, which
allows for synchronous playback of the data later on.
C.3 Sensor Calibration
All of the sensors (perceptual and navigation) are fixed to the vehicle and are related
to each other by static coordinate transforms. These rigid-body transformations, which al-
low the re-projection of any point from one coordinate frame to the other, were calculated
for each sensor. The coordinate frames of the two navigation sensors (Applanix and MTi-
G) coincide and are called the body frame of the vehicle—all other coordinate frames are
defined with respect to the body frame (Fig. C.2). Here we use the Smith, Self and Cheese-
man [153] coordinate frame notation to represent the 6-DOF pose of a sensor coordinate
frame where Xab = [x, y, z, roll, pitch, yaw]� denotes the 6-DOF pose of frame b with
respect to frame a. The calibration procedure and the relative transformation between the
different coordinate frames are described below and summarized in Table C.1. We also use
the concept of a local frame [113], which is a smoothly varying coordinate system with ar-
bitrary origin. The vehicle moves in this local frame according to the best available relative
motion estimate coming from the IMU.
• Relative transformation between the Velodyne laser scanner and body frame (Xbl):
A research grade coordinate-measuring machine (CMM) was used to precisely obtain
the position of some known reference points on the truck with respect to the body frame,
which is defined to be at the center of the rear axle of the truck. The measured CMM
points are denoted Xbp. Typical precision of a CMM is of the order of micrometers, thus
for all practical purposes we assumed that the relative position (Xbp) of these reference
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points obtained from CMM are true values without any error. We then manually mea-
sured the position of the Velodyne from one of these reference points to get Xpl. Since
the transformation Xpl is obtained manually, the uncertainty in this transformation is of
the order of a few centimeters, which for all practical purposes can be considered to be
2–5 cm. The relative transformation of the Velodyne with respect to the body frame is
thus obtained by compounding the two transformations [153].
Xbl = Xbp ⊕Xpl (C.1)
• Relative transformation between the Riegl Lidars and the body frame (Left Riegl =
XbRl , Right Riegl = XbRr ): These transformations are also obtained manually with the
help of the CMM as described above in C.3.
• Relative transformation between the Velodyne laser scanner and Ladybug3 camera
head (Xhl): This transformation allows us to project any 3D point in the laser reference
frame into the camera head’s frame and thereby into the corresponding camera image.
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Table C.1 Relative transformation of sensors
Transform Value (meters and degrees)
Xbl [2.4,−0.01,−2.3, 180◦, 0◦, 90◦]
XbRl [2.617,−0.451,−2.2, 0◦, 12◦, 1.5◦]
XbRr [2.645, 0.426,−2.2, 180◦, 6◦, 0.5◦]
Xhl [0.3,−0.005,−0.426,−0.15◦, 0.00◦,−90.27◦]
Xbh [2.06, 0.0,−2.72,−180◦,−0.02◦,−0.8◦]
These parameters can be estimated by either the target-based method or the MI-based
targetless method described in Chapter III. The transformation obtained using the MI-
based method is given in Table C.1.
• Relative transformation between the Ladybug3 camera head and body frame (Xbh):
Once we have Xbl and Xhl, the transformation Xbh can be calculated using the com-
pounding operation [153]:
Xbh = Xbl ⊕ (�Xhl). (C.2)
C.4 Data Collection
The data was collected around the Ford Research Campus area and downtown area in
Dearborn, Michigan, henceforth referred to as the test environment. It is an ideal dataset
representing an urban environment and it is our hope that it will be a useful dataset to re-
searchers working on autonomous perception and navigation in unstructured urban scenes.
The data was collected while driving the modified Ford F-250 around the test environ-
ment several times while covering different areas. We call each data collection exercise to
be a trial. In every trial we collected the data keeping in mind the requirements of state
of the art simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) algorithms, thereby covering
several small and large loops in our dataset. A sample trajectory of the vehicle in one
of the trials around downtown Dearborn and around Ford Research Complex is shown in
Fig. C.3. The unprocessed data consists of three main files for each trial. One file contains
the raw images of the omnidirectional camera, captured at 8 fps, and the other file contains
the timestamps of each image measured in microseconds since 00:00:00 Jan 1, 1970 Co-
ordinate Universal Time (UTC). The third file contains the data coming from remaining
sensors (perceptual/navigational). This file stores the data in a LCM log file format similar
to that described in [66]. The unprocessed data consist of raw spherically distorted images
from the omnidirectional camera and the raw point cloud from the lidar (without any com-
pensation for the vehicle motion). Here we present a set of processed data with MATLAB
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Figure C.3 The top panel shows the trajectory of the vehicle in one trial around downtown
Dearborn. The bottom panel shows the trajectory of the vehicle in one trial around Ford
Research Complex in Dearborn. Here we have plotted the GPS data coming from the
Trimble overlaid atop of an aerial image from Google maps.
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scripts that allow easy access of the dataset to the users. The processed data is organized in
folders and the directory structure is as shown in Fig. C.4. The main files and folders are
described below:
• LCM: This folder contains the LCM log file corresponding to each trial. Each LCM
log file contains the raw 3D point cloud from the Velodyne laser scanner, the lidar data
from the two Reigl LMS-Q120s and the navigational data from the navigational sensors
described in Section C.1. We provide software to playback this log file and visualize the
data in an interactive graphical user interface.
• Timestamp.log: This file contains the Unix timestamp, measured in microseconds since
00:00:00 Jan 1, 1970 UTC, of each image captured by the omnidirectional camera during
one trial.
• Pose-Applanix.log: This file contains the 6-DOF pose of the vehicle in a local coordinate
frame, as described in [113]. The local frame is arbitrarily fixed at the location where
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the Applanix is initialized for the first time (Ford parking lot) and all the vehicle poses
are reported with respect to this local frame. The angle θ that the X-axis of this local
frame makes with East is known and is recorded in the Gps.log (see Gps.log below).
The local frame is thus an East-North-Up (ENU) coordinate frame, but rotated by an
angle θ. The acceleration and rotation rates given by the IMU (Applanix POS-LV) are
first transformed into the local frame and then integrated to obtain the pose of the vehicle
in this local reference frame. The Pose-Applanix.log when loaded in MATLAB has the
following fields for each vehicle pose:
– Pose.utime: is the Unix timestamp measured in microseconds.
– Pose.pos: is the 3-DOF position of the vehicle in the local reference frame.
– Pose.rph: is the roll, pitch and heading of the vehicle. Here the heading is with respect
to the orientation of the vehicle when the Applanix is initialized. It is not the true
heading calculated with respect to East. In order to get the true heading you need to
subtract the angle that the local frame makes with East, which is given in the GPS.log.
– Pose.vel: is the 3-DOF velocity of the vehicle in the local reference frame.
– Pose.rotation rate: is the angular velocity of the vehicle.
– Pose.accel: is the 3-DOF acceleration of the vehicle in local reference frame.
– Pose.orientation: is the orientation of the vehicle given in quaternions.
We have not fused the IMU data with GPS in our dataset, but we provide GPS data
separately along with the uncertainties in GPS coordinates. We have not provided the
uncertainty in the pose estimates in our dataset but it can be calculated from the mea-
surement noise obtained from the Applanix POS-LV specification sheet [7].
• Pose-Mtig.log: This file contains the navigational data: 3D rotational angles (roll, pitch
and yaw), 3D accelerations and 3D velocities of the vehicle along with the timestamp
provided by the Xsens MTi-G, during one trial. Here we provide the vehicle pose esti-
mated by integrating the velocities. The raw data is available in the LCM log file and can
be extracted from there. The Pose-Mtig.log when loaded in MATLAB has the following
fields for each vehicle pose:
– Pose.utime: is the Unix timestamp measured in microseconds.
– Pose.pos: is the 3-DOF position of the vehicle in North-East-Down (NED) coordinate
frame with origin at the position where the vehicle starts.
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Figure C.5 The distorted images, from the five horizontal sensors of the omnidirectional
camera, stacked together.
– Pose.rph: is the Euler roll, pitch and heading of the vehicle. Heading here is reported
with respect to North.
– Pose.vel: is the 3-DOF velocity of the vehicle in the NED reference frame.
– Pose.rotation rate: is the angular velocity of the vehicle.
– Pose.accel: is the 3-DOF acceleration of the vehicle.
• Gps.log: This file contains the GPS data of the vehicle along with the uncertainties
provided by the Trimble GPS, obtained during one trial. This data structure has the
following fields:
– Gps.utime: is the Unix timestamp measured in microseconds.
– Gps.lat lon el theta: is the [4x1] array of GPS coordinates. The first three entries are
the latitude, longitude and elevation/altitude whereas the last entry theta is the angle
that the X-axis of the local frame makes with East (i.e., θ).
– Gps.cov: is the [4x4] covariance matrix representing the uncertainty in the GPS coor-
dinates.
• IMAGES: This folder contains the undistorted images captured from the omnidirec-
tional camera system during one trial. The folder is further divided into sub-folders con-
taining images corresponding to individual cameras from the omnidirectional camera
system. This folder also contains a folder named “FULL”, which contains the distorted
images stacked together in one file as depicted in Fig. C.5.
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• PARAM.mat: This contains the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the omnidirectional
camera system and is a (1× 5) array of structures with the following fields:
– PARAM.K: This is the (3× 3) matrix of the internal parameters of the camera.
– PARAM.R, PARAM.t: These are the (3 × 3) rotation matrix and (3 × 1) translation
vector, respectively, which transforms the 3D point cloud from the laser reference
system to the camera reference system. These values were obtained by compounding
the following transformations:
Xcil = Xcih ⊕Xhl, (C.3)
where Xcih defines the relative transformation between camera head and the i
th sensor
(camera) of the omnidirectional camera system. The transformation Xcih is precisely
known and is provided by the manufacturers of the camera.
– PARAM.MappingMatrix: This contains the mapping between the distorted and undis-
torted image pixels. This mapping is provided by the manufacturers of the Ladybug3
camera system and it corrects for the spherical distortion in the image. A pair of
distorted and undistorted images from the camera is shown in Fig. C.6.
• SCANS: This folder contains 3D scans from the Velodyne laser scanner, motion com-
pensated by the vehicle pose provided by the Applanix POS-LV 420 IMU. Each scan
file in this folder is a MATLAB file (.mat) that can be easily loaded into the MATLAB
workspace. The structure of individual scans once loaded in MATLAB is shown below:
– Scan.XYZ: is a (3×N) array of the motion compensated 3D point cloud represented
in the Velodyne’s reference frame (described in Section C.3). Here N is the number
of points per scan, which is typically 80,000–100,000.
– Scan.timestamp laser: is the Unix timestamp measured in microseconds since 00:00:00
Jan 1, 1970 UTC for the scan captured by the Velodyne laser scanner.
– Scan.timestamp camera: is the Unix timestamp measured in microseconds since 00:00:00
Jan 1, 1970 UTC for the closest image (in time) captured by the omnidirectional cam-
era.
– Scan.image index: is the index of the image that is closest in time to this scan.
– Scan.X wv: is the 6-DOF pose of the vehicle in the world reference system when the
scan was captured.
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Figure C.6 The left panel shows a spherically distorted image obtained from the Ladybug3
camera. The right panel shows the corresponding undistorted image obtained after applying
the transformation provided by the manufacturer.
– Scan.Cam: is a (1× 5) array of structures corresponding to each camera of the omni-
directional camera system. The format of this structure is given below:
∗ Scan.Cam.points index: is a (1×m) array of index of the 3D points in laser refer-
ence frame, in the field of view of the camera.
∗ Scan.Cam.xyz: is a (3×m) array of 3D laser points (m < N) as represented in the
camera reference system and within the field of view of the camera.
∗ Scan.Cam.pixels: This is a (2×m) array of pixel coordinates corresponding to the
3D points projected onto the camera.
• VELODYNE: This folder has several “.pcap” files containing the raw 3D point cloud
from the Velodyne laser scanner in a format that can be played back at a desired frame
rate using our MATLAB playback tool. This allows the user to quickly browse through
the data corresponding to a single trial.
We have provided MATLAB scripts to load and visualize the dataset into the MATLAB
workspace. We have tried to keep the data format simple so that it can be easily used by
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Figure C.7 Reprojection of lidar and camera via extrinsic rigid-body calibration. (a) Per-
spective view of the 3D lidar range data, color-coded by height above the ground plane.
(b) Depiction of the 3D lidar points projected onto the time-corresponding omnidirectional
camera image. Several recognizable objects are present in the scene (e.g., people, stop
signs, lamp posts, trees). Only nearby objects are projected for visual clarity. (c) Depic-
tion of two different views of a fused lidar/camera textured point cloud. Each 3D point is
colored by the RGB value of the pixel corresponding to the projection of the point onto the
image.
(a) 3D lidar point cloud
(b) Omnidirectional image with a subset of lidar points projected
(c) Fused RGB textured point cloud
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other researchers in their work. We have also provided some visualization scripts (written in
MATLAB) with this dataset that allow the re-projection of any scan onto the corresponding
omnidirectional imagery as depicted in Fig. C.7. We have also provided a C visualization
tool that uses OpenGL to render the textured point cloud as shown in Fig. C.7.
C.5 Notes on data
The time registration between the laser and camera data is not exact due to a transmis-
sion offset caused by the 800 Mb/s Firewire bus over which the camera data is transferred
to the computer. The camera data is timestamped as soon as it reaches the computer, so
there is a time lag between when the data was actually captured at the camera head and the
computer timestamp associated with it. We calculated this approximate time lag (= size
of image transferred / transfer rate) and subtracted it from the timestamp of the image to
reduce the timing latency.
The Ford Campus Vision and Lidar dataset is available for download from our server
at http://robots.engin.umich.edu/SoftwareData/Ford. Current datasets
were collected during November–December 2009, in the future we plan to host more
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